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ABSTRACT
Teacher attrition rates continue to hold a place in education. Beginning teachers are leaving the
profession for a variety of reasons, but lack of support is amongst the top of the list (Borman &
Dowling, 2008; Darling-Hammond, 2003; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Rajendran et al., 2020).
Induction programs, with an emphasis on mentoring, have been implemented in districts across
states in an attempt to provide the support that beginning teachers indicate they need. This study
examined the lived experiences of first through third year secondary mathematics teachers who
had experienced mentoring and remained in teaching. Seven teachers from two school districts in
an upper Midwestern state participated in the study. All seven mathematics teachers had three
years or less of teaching experience. Data were collected through individual interviews and focus
groups. Data were analyzed by coding significant words and statements with patterns identified
that developed into themes. The four themes that emerged were varied types of support, informal
supports from colleagues, observations and feedback, and unclear expectations. Based on the
findings, beginning secondary mathematics teachers indicated that their experiences included
varied types of support from their mentor. The types of supports identified included personal,
instructional, collegial, and classroom management support. Beginning secondary mathematics
teachers also experienced informal supports from colleagues in their school. Proximity to these
colleagues and availability to respond to questions, especially content-specific questions, were
reasons that participants reached out to colleagues instead of their formal mentors. Observations
and feedback were a valued part of the mentoring experience and participants welcomed the
constructive feedback to grow professionally. Lastly, participants experienced unclear
expectations throughout their mentoring experience. The conclusions from the data revealed that
mentoring relationships look different for each individual and mentoring relationships have room
to grow in their ability to optimally support beginning teachers. The findings provide an
understanding of the phenomenon of mentoring experienced by first through third year
secondary mathematics teachers.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Beginning teachers enter the profession for a variety of reasons, with an overarching and
consistent theme of serving children (Gallant & Riley, 2014; Guarino et al., 2006; Schaefer et al.,
2014). As beginning teachers enter the profession, they bring an array of questions, ideas, and
idyllic stories that they hope to live out in their career (Schaefer et al., 2014). However, amidst
the desires of teachers entering the profession, the stories to live by have now become stories to
leave by (Craig, 2014; Schaefer et al., 2014). State departments and school districts have
implemented induction programs, emphasizing mentoring relationships that pair veteran and
beginning teachers, in attempts to lower the high attrition rate. In many cases, mentoring has
been implemented as a response to beginning teacher concerns, frustrations, and low retention
(Kang, 2011).
In an analysis of the Teacher Follow-up Survey (TFA) and Schools and Staffing Survey
(SASS) of current and former teachers and their responses to questions relating specifically to
the job as a teacher, Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond (2019) found that teacher turnover
rates range from 8% to 24% depending on the state being analyzed (p. 7). Carver-Thomas and
Darling-Hammond (2019) found that a majority of this attrition rate is coming not from
retirement, but from teachers leaving the profession early in their careers. In their analysis of
teacher responses to the SASS and TFA survey, Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond (2019)
found that not only is roughly two-thirds of this attrition from preretirement, but more
specifically that teachers in mathematics, science, and special education fields, as well as
teachers certified to teach in an alternative pathway rather than a traditional undergraduate route,
are more likely to leave teaching or move schools (p. 16). Similarly, Ingersoll (2001) has found
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consistent teacher turnover due to job dissatisfaction to be highly prevalent in the beginning
teacher years. This frequent turnover creates an inconsistency for staff and students within a
school, which is not conducive for establishing high expectations of staff and students (Ingersoll,
2001). Reasons for this high attrition and turnover rate include lack of administrative support,
low compensation, classroom management difficulties, and student discipline concerns (Borman
& Dowling, 2008; Gallant & Riley, 2014; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Mee & Haverback, 2014;
Rajendran et al., 2020).
Specifically, in a six-year narrative study of a beginning middle school teacher at an
urban school, Craig (2014) noticed a thread of disillusionment at the start of their career to when
this beginning teacher decided to leave the profession. Throughout the six years of study, strands
of support encouraged this beginning teacher to stay, all intertwined with relationships with
others as a main supportive factor (Craig, 2014). However, similarly to Ingersoll (2001), Craig
(2014) found that all too often increased turnover from other beginning teachers at different
times during the year, administrative turnover, and lack of support professionally created a
cumulative experience that continued to build and eventually led to this teacher leaving the
profession entirely.
Considering beginning teacher experiences, Mee and Haverback (2014) found that every
participant in their case study identified frustrations within the first few months of their teaching
career. In a survey of roughly 1100 beginning teachers, Rajendran et al. (2020) discovered that
burnout and emotional exhaustion in the teaching profession, which led to plans to leave the
profession, resulted from beginning teachers indicating too much of a workload, inability to
maintain a balance between work and family demands, and difficulty with classroom
management of student behaviors. Similarly, in a qualitative study of 22 beginning teachers who
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left their teaching job during the academic year, Buchanan (2009) discovered that heavy
workloads, lack of support, and feelings of isolation led to their departure.
Induction programs for beginning teachers have produced favorable results in terms of
increasing teacher retention and are a common part of many school districts nationally (Smith &
Ingersoll, 2004). Established for beginning teachers to transition into teaching and feel
supported, induction programs have similarities and differences across states. However, most
induction programs establish a mentoring relationship that pairs veteran teachers with beginning
teachers for support. Studies report that beginning teachers have found support in the mentoring
relationship with the veteran teacher (Hairon et al., 2020; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Sparks et al.,
2017; Trevethan, 2018). States and school districts across the world have implemented
mentoring programs to guide beginning teachers in their content areas, classroom management
skills, and other expressed and indicated needs (Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Sowell, 2017).
Building relationships, establishing trust, providing feedback with observations, and
collaborating with beginning teachers are common features of a mentoring program (Hong &
Matsko, 2019; Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Martin et al., 2016; Sparks et al., 2017). While many
schools have a mentoring program in place, the inconsistencies are prevalent in what is
experienced in a mentoring program across states, even within a city (Kardos & Johnson, 2010;
Trevethan, 2018). What one beginning teacher may positively experience in a mentoring
relationship may be drastically different from another beginning teacher who received little to no
support from their veteran teacher. The inconsistencies show up as differences in the length of
induction programs as well as inconsistencies in the expectations for the mentoring programs
(Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). These inconsistencies contribute to the lack of understanding of what
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is experienced in a mentoring program and contribute to the difficulty in implementing similar
programs (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011).
In terms of mentoring experiences, Sparks et al. (2017) found that all six beginning
teachers interviewed emphasized the relationship with their mentor as the most impactful on
their experience. However, Sparks et al. (2017) also advocate for an in-depth analysis of specific
mentoring program characteristics and experiences to ultimately know how the success of these
relationships can possibly help lower the beginning teacher attrition rate. Similarly, Ingersoll and
Strong (2011) suggest that an understanding of what specific support strategies and skills are
most productive and why they are effective is needed in the study of beginning teacher induction
and mentoring. Likewise, Bradley-Levine et al. (2016) recognize the gap in literature that does
not just acknowledge that support occurs for beginning teachers through mentoring but describes
the specific ways beginning teachers actually experience support in their mentoring relationship.
Instead of only providing statistics and data that mentoring took place, research needs more
descriptions of positive experiences of mentoring for beginning educators (Trevethan, 2018).
Based on the existing literature, a qualitative study that examines and describes the lived
experiences of beginning mathematics teachers and their experiences would add to the research
base.
Purpose of the Study
While high attrition rates persist, it is critical to study mentoring programs that have been
established to retain beginning teachers. It is important to uncover successful strategies that
encourage teachers to remain in the profession. The purpose of this phenomenological study was
to examine the lived experiences of first through third year secondary mathematics teachers in
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southeastern school districts of an upper Midwestern state who have been mentored and remain
in teaching.
Research Questions
1. How do beginning mathematics teachers describe their lived experiences of being
mentored?
2. What meaning do beginning secondary mathematics teachers ascribe to their
mentoring experiences?
3. What mentoring experiences do beginning secondary mathematics teachers perceive
to be the most beneficial to their professional growth?
Theoretical Framework
Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory (1984) served as the theoretical lens to view the
data to analyze and interpret ideas. In this theory, Kolb (1984) emphasizes that learning is
continually being adapted by and from experiences of the individual. Learning can occur
formally, informally, inside a classroom, or outside of the school walls, and the presence of the
numerous opportunities for learning allows the learner to enter the profession with experience,
change views based on current experiences, and continue to be a life-long learner (Kolb, 1984).
Kolb (1984) suggests that “concrete experience abilities, reflective observation abilities, abstract
conceptualization abilities, and active experimentation abilities” are needed to be an effective
and successful learner (p. 30). Learning occurs when a learner can immerse themselves into an
experience with an unbiased view, can reflect on experiences from multiple perspectives, can
develop ideas and beliefs from experiences and reflections, and can use these beliefs and theories
to make decisions moving forward (Kolb, 1984).
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Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory places an emphasis on the process that plays into
learning instead of focusing on the desired outcomes of an experience (Kolb, 1984). This process
allows for pre-conceived ideas and knowledge to continuously be shaped and molded through
the experiences one encounters. Specifically, Kolb (1984) notes that the “interplay between
expectation and experience” is where learning can occur (p. 28). Experiential Learning Theory
focuses on the cyclic process of learning and re-learning knowledge as one experiences
situations, conflict, and encounters. By utilizing Experiential Learning Theory as a framework in
the study, beginning teacher mentoring experiences were viewed as a continual and ongoing
process in learning, while also understanding that each experience could be different for
everyone.
Conceptual Framework
Beginning teacher mentoring framework conceptually guided the analysis of data in this
study. Mentoring in the education system is the establishment of the relationship paired between
a veteran teacher and a beginning teacher (Hong & Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011;
Wang & Odell, 2002). This relationship is established by a school or district administrator for the
teachers and can last anywhere from one to three years (Carr et al., 2017; Smith & Ingersoll,
2004). A mentoring relationship is established to provide support, collaboration for curriculum,
and observations with feedback for the beginning teacher (Dağ & Sari, 2017; Martin et al., 2016;
Wang & Odell, 2002).
Mentoring programs and practices differ across states and districts. Commonalities of
mentoring relationships are discussion and reflection between the mentor and mentee,
observations and feedback, and classroom assistance with management and content (Hairon et
al., 2020; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Sparks et al., 2017). Specifically related to secondary
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beginning teachers, matching mentor and mentee in terms of similar teaching content or subject
areas are important factors (Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Using this
framework, the study considered the differences in mentoring programs and examined the lived
experiences of beginning secondary mathematics teachers who have been mentored.
Significance of the Study
This qualitative study adds to the literature by detailing experiences of the mentor and
beginning teacher that a quantitative study cannot describe. Teaching continues to be an
established career, and mentoring programs continue to exist, but even with the number of
teachers newly entering the profession, the continued beginning teacher attrition rate causes one
to critically examine the mentoring programs that have been previously established. This
qualitative study adds to the literature on mentoring new teachers to gain more consistency and
support in the retainment of beginning teachers. This study provides valuable insights for school
district administrators on implementation of mentoring programs within their district. The study
also provides depth to the current practices of mentoring that leads to a better understanding and
application of beginning teacher mentoring. It also provides valuable information for
administrators at the secondary level. Another benefit from this study is the betterment of current
veteran teachers’ practices of mentoring beginning teachers. Lastly, teacher education programs
can benefit from the results of the study to strengthen their preparation for undergraduate
students and to support recent graduates who are in their beginning years of teaching.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are provided to establish uniformity and understanding throughout
this study. I have generated all definitions that are not accompanied by a citation.
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Alternatively certified teacher: a teacher who has received their teaching certification
in a non-traditional route, typically through a fast-paced program with limited classroom
experience prior to beginning teaching (Garza, 2009).
Beginning teacher: a teacher who is currently in their first, second, or third year of
teaching.
Criterion-based sampling: selecting participants for a study who meet certain criteria
and characteristics (Mills & Gay, 2016).
Induction program: a program for beginning teachers transitioning from their
preparation programs into their first year of teaching that can be composed of a variety of
support systems and resources (Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
Mentoring: the support and guidance that a veteran teacher gives to a beginning teacher
through an established and assigned relationship (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011).
Phenomenological study: a study that describes the lived experiences of individuals who
have or are currently experiencing the same phenomenon and aims to find commonalities
and meanings from those experiences (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Teacher attrition: the rate at which teachers are leaving the profession (Carver-Thomas
& Darling-Hammond, 2019).
Delimitations
1. Due to the methodology chosen and limiting the study to teachers in their first three
years, results may not be generalized beyond the population chosen.
2. The participants involved in this study were limited to school districts in southeastern
South Dakota, thus results may only be representative of this specific population.
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3. A phenomenological study utilizes researcher interpretation and analysis. All previous
biases, experiences of the phenomenon, and assumptions related to this study will be
acknowledged and reduced. I am currently a secondary, mathematics teacher in a school
district in southeastern South Dakota. While I aim to be objective in all interviews and
data analysis, it is important to note that I desire to retain beginning teachers and am in
favor of mentoring relationships.
Limitations
1. I have no control over participant responses; thus, answers from participants are
understood under the assumption that they are honest and truthful in their descriptions.
2. Participants have control over their own schedule; therefore, the timeline of interviews
and focus groups is determined by participant willingness and accessibility.
3. There is no control over the degree of implementation of mentoring programs within a
school, thus descriptions of experiences can vary.
Organization of the Study
The study is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction, statement of
the problem, purpose of the study, research questions, the significance of the study, definition of
terms, delimitations and limitations, and assumptions. Chapter 2 presents a review of current and
related literature considering teacher attrition, beginning teacher induction, and beginning
mathematics teacher mentoring. Chapter 3 contains an overview of the hermeneutical
phenomenological study, methodology, description of the study participants, connection to
theoretical frameworks, measures of data, ethical issues, data collection, and data analysis
procedures. Data analysis and findings will be presented in Chapter 4. Lastly, Chapter 5 provides
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a summary of the findings, conclusions drawn from the findings, a discussion, and a
recommendation for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to examine the lived experiences of first
through third year secondary mathematics teachers in southeastern school districts of an upper
Midwestern state who have been mentored and remain in teaching. This chapter includes a
discussion of current research on beginning teacher attrition and retention rates and the
implementation of mentoring programs in education today. Throughout the literature reviewed,
mathematics teachers have been found to have higher turnover rates than other content areas in
secondary education; thus, the focus of this study is on secondary mathematics teachers. This
chapter includes a discussion about induction programs, key components of induction programs,
and aspects of mentoring that states and districts have put into place in response to the high
teacher attrition rates.
Literature Review Procedures
The following resources in the review of literature were found by utilizing the I.D. Weeks
Library at the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, recommended texts from committee
members and faculty at the University of South Dakota, interlibrary loans, and the following
databases: Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), Education Research Complete
(EBSCOHost), Sage Journals, ProQuest, and Google Scholar. The following search terms were
used when accessing databases and interlibrary loans: beginning teacher, induction, mathematics
education, mentoring education, support for teachers, teacher attrition, teacher turnover, teacher
retention, and secondary education. Literature was narrowed to include most sources that were
produced within the last 10 years to be as relevant as possible. The literature was also narrowed
to include references specifically related to beginning teacher attrition and beginning teacher
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mentoring overall to gain a larger snapshot of the problem of study. As the literature review
continued, further limitations were implemented by including only research pertaining
specifically to beginning secondary mathematics teachers’ mentoring experiences to provide
information relating to the specific purpose of study.
Teacher Attrition
Teacher attrition rates continue to trend with rates as high as roughly one-fourth to onethird of teachers leaving the profession within their first five years (Borman & Dowling, 2008;
Craig, 2014; Darling-Hammond, 2003; Gray et al., 2015; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll, 2001;
Macdonald, 1999). In the U.S. Department of Education’s report on teacher attrition, Gray et al.
(2015) found that by year five, 20% of teachers leave the profession entirely (p. 3). Important to
note that by the fifth year of data collection, the rate of responses from beginning teachers
dropped almost 15%, suggesting a higher response from teachers could have resulted in higher
attrition rates (Gray et al., 2015, p. 3). Whether it be teachers leaving the profession altogether,
migrating to a different school, or leaving and returning years later, a revolving door of teachers
entering and leaving the profession continues to permeate society (Ingersoll, 2001; Schaefer et
al., 2012).
There are a number of reasons why teachers leave the profession; however, apart from
teachers leaving the profession for retirement, nearly one-fourth of the teachers leaving the
profession are replaced by beginning teachers (Gray et al., 2015; Guarino et al., 2006; Hong &
Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll, 2001; Ingersoll & May, 2012). King and Mahaffie (2016) uncovered in
the U.S. Department of Education’s Report that of the beginning teachers entering education,
roughly 7 to 12% were mathematics teachers (p. 19). Specifically, mathematics and science
teachers have had some of the highest turnover rates (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Guarino et al.,
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2006; Ingersoll & May, 2012). Along with mathematics and science, higher attrition rates are
most commonly found in diverse urban school districts, while still also present in private, rural,
and more homogenous school systems (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Gray et al., 2015).
The high attrition rates in recent decades led to an increasing need to recruit effective
teachers. National education agencies set up alternative pathways while universities and state
education departments provided alternative certification programs in an attempt to eliminate
teacher shortages (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Guthery & Bailes, 2019; Ingersoll & May, 2012).
Teach for America, loan forgiveness, and Troops-to-Teachers were programs implemented to
help alleviate a shortage in teachers (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Ingersoll, 2001). However,
considering these alternative pathways, in a longitudinal study of beginning teachers specifically
in Texas, Guthery and Bailes (2019) discovered that a beginning, alternatively certified teacher
had a persistence rate between 26-27% in a Texas public school (p. 17). Thus, while these
programs may have recruited more teachers, the high attrition rates are still present and not only
affect the individual teacher, but they also impact the school community and students.
Teachers providing quality instruction is essential for student success and achievement,
thus posing a significant concern when realized that one-fourth to one-third of all beginning
teachers leave the profession within the first five years. For decades, the discussion of teacher
quality impacting student success has been present (Darling-Hammond, 2008; Macdonald,
1999). Borman and Dowling (2008) discovered that students with entry level comparative
learning placements differed in their final achievement levels depending on who they had as a
teacher. Historically, these connections have led to continued emphasis on policies and plans in
hopes of improving teacher quality and retention (Borman & Dowling, 2008). Considering the
importance of aiming to keep quality beginning teachers in the profession, Gray et al. (2015)
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note that this roughly one-fourth attrition rate of beginning teachers does not align with
successful student achievement and the connection that student achievement has with consistent
and experienced teachers.
Reasons Teachers Leave
The reasons teachers leave the profession remain consistent through the research.
Commonalities include insufficient salaries, poor working conditions, insufficient pre-service
teacher education and training, lack of support, and current in-service school policies are all
factors that attribute to insufficient teacher retention and high attrition (Darling-Hammond, 2003;
Guarino et al., 2006; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Mee & Haverback, 2014).
Feelings of isolation and exhaustion can lead to a burnout, resulting from the challenge of
navigating professional versus personal lives (Lang, 2001; Rajendran et al., 2020). Teacher
burnout may be the result of poor working conditions, challenging student demographics,
personal and emotional exhaustion, or heavy demands are at the forefront of beginning teachers’
lived experiences (Gallant & Riley, 2014; Rajendran et al., 2020; Schaefer et al., 2012). Feelings
of isolation in the workplace and lack of support within the school are two largely common
factors in beginning teacher concerns and ones that weigh heavily when choosing to leave the
profession (Buchanan, 2009; Schaefer et al., 2014; Trevethan, 2018). Other reasons teachers
leave the profession include lack of support from the administration, limited collaboration
between colleagues, and personal lack of support outside the workplace (Borman & Dowling,
2008; Gallant & Riley, 2014; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Rajendran et al., 2020). Overall, lack of
support was identified as a strong indicator of leaving, which led to policymakers and
educational leaders designing and implementing induction and mentoring programs for
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beginning teachers (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Darling-Hammond, 2003; Ingersoll & Strong,
2011).
School demographics have also been found to impact high attrition rates among
beginning teachers (Borman & Dowling, 2008; Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2019;
Ingersoll, 2001; Schaefer et al., 2012). By analyzing beginning teacher responses collected
nationally from the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) in 2011-2012 and the Teacher Followup Survey (TFS) in 2012-2013, Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond (2019) found that the
turnover rates in Title I schools was roughly 50% larger than in schools not identified as Title I
(p. 8). Within those Title I schools, Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond (2019) discovered
that the turnover rates of beginning mathematics and science teachers was 70% greater than in a
school not identified as Title I (p. 8). By analyzing similar data from the SASS and TFS survey
in 1998, Ingersoll (2001) also found that high-poverty schools have a higher rate of teacher
turnover than public schools. Not only have high-poverty schools had higher attrition rates, but
student demographics have also impacted beginning teachers’ attrition rates. In schools that
reported having a student demographic of 25% or more students of color, Carver-Thomas and
Darling-Hammond (2019) reported that beginning teachers were more likely to leave than in a
school with a demographic of less than 25% students of color (p. 13). Data from the SASS and
TFS surveys led Ingersoll (2001) to find that private schools had higher attrition rates than public
schools and smaller schools had higher attrition rates than larger schools. Analyzing the Texas
Education Agency’s data on new teachers in Texas from 2000-2015, Guthery and Bailes (2019)
uncovered that roughly 61% of alternatively certified beginning teachers were expected to or
were still teaching in a traditional public school, which means Texas had a 39% attrition rate for
their alternatively certified beginning teachers in public schools in a 16-year period, which was a
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higher attrition rate than traditionally certified beginning teachers, who had a 32% attrition rate
(p. 16).
Teacher characteristics can also impact high attrition rates among beginning teachers
(Borman & Dowling, 2008; Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2019; Ingersoll, 2001;
Schaefer et al., 2012). Teachers who left the field either fell in the youngest (beginning teachers)
or the oldest (retirement) category (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2019; Ingersoll,
2001). Analyzing beginning teacher data from the SASS survey, Carver-Thomas and DarlingHammond (2019) also discovered that teachers who were alternatively certified in teaching
rather than a traditional undergraduate degree were 25% more likely to leave the profession (p.
13). In a review of literature, Borman and Dowling (2008) found that secondary teachers were
more likely to leave teaching than elementary teachers. Borman and Dowling (2008) also noticed
that teachers who held more than a bachelor’s degree had a lower commitment to teaching due to
having a graduate degree that could allow for outside opportunities. Ingersoll (2001), Borman
and Dowling (2008), and Macdonald (1999) all note that teacher salaries also impact attrition.
Considering attrition is typically a build-up of experiences and grievances, Buchanan
(2009) and Craig (2014) claim it is equally and possibly of more importance to consider what is
being done to keep the beginning teachers in the profession. Due to the feelings of lack of
support, isolation, and limited collaboration, induction programs have become common solutions
among school districts and state education departments (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Kearney,
2017; Trevethan, 2018).
Induction Programs
Many states have established induction programs to aid in the transition into the
beginning year/s of teaching (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Killeavy, 2006; Martin et al., 2016;
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Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Similar to a residency program in the medical field, the creators of
induction programs understand that beginning teachers are inexperienced (Heikkinen et al.,
2018; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). While induction programs vary across states, common activities
in an induction program include any or all the following: collaboration with colleagues,
seminars, mentoring, common planning time with a mentor, administrative support, reduction of
class loads, classroom assistance, and teacher observations (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Kang &
Berliner, 2012; Killeavy, 2006; Martin et al., 2016; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
While pre-service training and education set the platform for teacher success, this is
typically not enough experience for most beginning teachers to be successful their first years
(Koehler & Kim, 2012; Langdon et al., 2012). Ingersoll and Strong (2011) found that when
support and professional development are received in an induction program, beginning teachers
articulate that this aids in staying in the profession. Induction programs offer this support and
guidance for beginning teachers after they leave their post-secondary institutions (Ingersoll &
Strong, 2011; Reitman & Karge, 2019). States and school districts offer different induction
programs with varying quality, depth, and processes for implementation thus making it a
challenge for educational leaders to develop a consistent and effective plan due to the
differentiation (Koehler & Kim, 2012; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Koehler and Kim (2012) note
that these differences could be attributed to limited resources within districts and states such as
the flexibility in scheduling, financial support, the ability to set aside time, and access to support
programs and sources.
Administrator Support for Induction
Principal support is a common and necessary aspect of induction activities (Goodpaster et
al., 2012; Heikkinen et al., 2018; Killeavy, 2006). Principals aid in the beginning years of
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teaching as new teachers look for guidance, feedback, and information about school culture. In a
survey of beginning teachers, Smith and Ingersoll (2004) found that over half of beginning
teachers had an established support system with administration. Without administrative support,
much of the necessary depth and quality that occurs in an induction program does not happen
(Hong & Matsko, 2019; Reitman & Karge, 2019; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). By analyzing two
years of data from the nationally administrated Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) and
Teacher-Follow-Up Survey (TFS) of principals and first-year teachers in a random sample of
schools across the United States, Smith and Ingersoll (2004) uncovered that consistent
communication with the school principal through induction support programs reduced the
likelihood of a teacher leaving that school. Reitman and Karge (2019) surveyed 60 mathematics,
science, and special education teachers from low-income schools about their experiences with
induction programs. The programs provided extra support via seminars, mentoring, and
classroom instruction in mathematics and science (Reitman & Karge, 2019). Within this sample,
10 of the teachers were chosen to be interviewed on the support that they received or that they
felt they did not receive through the induction programs. All teachers remained in the field of
teaching and noted that the additional support from the induction program and its supplements
helped in their decision to remain in teaching (Reitman & Karge, 2019). From the results of this
study, it was determined that school principals need to be advocates in intentional and
customized support for beginning teachers (Reitman & Karge, 2019).
Induction Program Components
One critical and common component of an induction program is establishing and
participating in a collaborative network for beginning teachers with veteran teachers (Kang &
Berliner, 2012; Martin et al., 2016; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). As mentioned previously, isolation
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is a common reason for beginning teachers to leave the field. Martin et al. (2016) suggest that
without a professional and collaborative support network established within the school,
beginning teachers’ feelings of isolation may continue (p. 9). Collaboration with colleagues who
teach the same courses is powerful in helping teachers’ feelings of being supported, if done
regularly and with a common focus and goal (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Martin et al., 2016;
Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
Many induction programs include seminars and other professional development
opportunities, such as teacher observations to learn from experienced professionals in the field
(Kang & Berliner, 2012; Killeavy, 2006; Reitman & Karge, 2019). However, on the contrary,
Clandinen et al. (2009) found that teachers who left the profession by the time they reached their
fourth year, did not indicate that a lack of professional development was a reason for their
departure; rather, much professional development was provided. Similarly, Martin et al. (2016)
discovered that professional development was widely present as well for beginning teachers;
however, the topics discussed professionally were not always relevant to beginning teacher
needs. Likewise, an analysis of data from the national SASS and TFS surveys by Kang and
Berliner (2012) uncovered that beginning teachers’ participation in professional development
seminars had a positive impact on their induction experience, but seminars did not significantly
impact their decision to stay in the profession (p. 279). Martin et al. (2016) uncovered that
“sharing teaching strategies and resources, providing support for one another, and reviewing
student work” were helpful professional development activities for beginning teachers, but the
activities did not occur consistently (p. 10). Smith and Ingersoll’s (2004) study analyzed data
from 3,235 beginning teachers’ responses to a national survey sent to a random sample of
beginning teachers in the United States in 1999-2000 (p. 687). After analyzing the survey
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responses, Smith and Ingersoll (2004) discovered that induction, professional development
activities, and seminars were present for beginning teachers but were not statistically significant
in determining if a beginning teacher would stay at their school or in the profession (p. 705).
Additionally, common planning time with collaborative teachers and a reduced class
load, along with extra assistance in the classroom were components found in induction programs
(Kang & Berliner, 2012; Killeavy, 2006; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Common planning time or a
reduced class load by themselves were not found to always be enough support for the beginning
teacher; however, multiple induction practices, common planning time, and a reduced class load
together had a strong effect on whether the beginning teacher stayed or left teaching (Kang &
Berliner, 2012; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). In fact, rarely do induction programs only take on one
characteristic but include multiple program components. However, upon analyzing the data from
the SASS and TFS national survey, Kang and Berliner (2012) discovered beginning teachers
reported that common planning time and classroom assistance were two of the most significant
factors in reducing their decision to leave the school after the first year. Ingersoll and Strong
(2011) analyzed data from the same SASS and TFS surveys that Kang and Berliner (2012)
analyzed and found that common planning time with same-subject teachers was a strong and
desired support that improved teacher retention.
In an effort to lower the high rate of beginning teacher attrition, induction programs have
been reported by beginning teachers as providing a level of support that affects their decision to
stay in the teaching profession (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Martin et al., 2016; Reitman & Karge,
2019). While induction programs vary in the level of support, offerings, depth, and quality, a
core component of induction programs is the mentoring relationship that beginning teachers have
with veteran teachers (Carr et al., 2017; Sowell, 2017). High-quality mentoring, structured
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mentoring, and reform-based mentoring are effective perspectives to consider, but it must be
noted that the personal dispositions and personality of a beginning teacher and their mentor
influence the quality and experience of mentoring as well (Carr et al., 2017; Hong & Matsko,
2019; Polikoff et al., 2015). Regardless of the personal dispositions and personality differences,
mentoring components have become a large emphasis in induction programs.
Beginning Teacher Mentoring
Educational mentoring is the relationship established by the school or the department
personnel between the veteran teacher and the beginning teacher (Dağ & Sari, 2017; Heikkinen
et al., 2018; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Martin et al., 2016; Smith &
Ingersoll, 2004; Wang & Odell, 2002). Dağ and Sari (2017) refer to beginning teacher mentoring
as “individualized professional development” (p. 116). Hairon et al. (2020) refer to mentoring as
a highly supportive connection and structure for beginning teachers to transition out of their preservice education experience into their educator role. Kardos et al. (2010) suggest that
“mentoring, when done right, can stabilize the shifting ground on which new teachers try to
stand” (p. 24). Historically, Wang and Odell (2002) indicate that mentor-mentee relationships
were established to ensure curriculum consistency and standards for beginning teachers;
however, much has evolved in the meaning of mentoring practices and mentoring relationships
since then.
Research suggests that mentoring programs also have been difficult to evaluate because
of the widespread levels of depth, quality, and requirements that states and districts practice and
enforce (Clark & Byrnes, 2012; Heikkinen et al., 2018; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Heikkinen et
al. (2018) also note that generalizing the phrase teacher mentoring can be misleading due to the
variety of levels and practices established in different settings. By surveying 1,013 first-and-
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second-year teachers in the Chicago Public Schools about the mentoring they received, Hong and
Matsko (2019) discovered that the teachers showed evidence that mentoring can take on multiple
aspects and look different not only within a state but also within a school. By interviewing 6 high
school science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) teachers in rural Indiana,
Goodpaster et al. (2012) found that rural schools lack any strong mentoring or guidance
programs for beginning teachers, creating differences within states as well. Hong and Matsko
(2019) remind policymakers and administrators that mentoring is not a “one-size-fits-all” type of
program but one that is highly impacted by beginning teacher needs and mentor teacher
characteristics, which makes it challenging to generalize teacher mentoring (p. 2377). Noting
these differences in mentoring definitions and understandings, Carr et al. (2017) suggest that the
success of a mentoring program is dependent on the common and consistent supports and
practices implemented in the mentor relationship.
While mentoring has its previously stated differences, consistencies in mentoring
practices are present. Smith and Ingersoll (2004) found that “about two-thirds of beginning
teachers said they worked closely with a mentor” (p. 692). Gray et al. (2015) discovered that
after analyzing data collected from the 2007-2008 SASS survey of the five-year Beginning
Teacher Longitudinal Study (BTLS), 15-16% more beginning teachers reported having had an
assigned mentor compared to those who reported they were not assigned a mentor (p. 7).
Research from the National Center for Education Statistics done by Bowsher et al. (2018)
concludes that roughly 75% of beginning, secondary teachers reported receiving support;
however, this report does not specifically mention if the assigned mentor was a department chair,
another colleague, or administrative support (p. 4).
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Common pieces of mentoring programs consist of professional planning and
collaboration, classroom observations, reflective feedback, and classroom assistance (Allen,
2017; Clark & Byrnes, 2012; Dağ & Sari, 2017; Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Martin et al., 2016;
Sowell, 2017; Wang & Odell, 2002). Consistent meetings with mentors are also a common
practice within mentoring programs; however, meetings differed between weekly, biweekly, or
monthly (Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Martin et al., 2016; Sparks et al., 2017). Lastly, Kardos and
Johnson (2010), Martin et al. (2016), and Wang and Odell (2002) all found that pedagogical
guidance, classroom management assistance, and curriculum knowledge were common
components of mentoring programs.
Hong and Matsko (2019) along with historical work by Smith and Ingersoll (2004), found
that a majority of the time mentors and mentees are assigned by the school and are teachers in
the same subject or grade. Carr et al. (2017) specify that many school districts require not only
first year teacher mentoring, but also mentoring throughout the first three years for beginning
teachers. Whether it be for one year or more, districts find the value in having mentor-mentee
relationships for beginning teachers (Carr et al., 2017; Sparks et al., 2017). By interviewing and
observing six mentor teachers and by reviewing the school district’s policies on mentoring in a
middle-sized school in Alabama, Sparks et al. (2017) discovered that school districts invest time
and money and find the value in the mentoring investment, noting how it can not only support
beginning teachers, but also reaffirm the veteran staff as well (p. 59). In a study focused on
educational mentoring in Florida, Massachusetts, and Michigan, Kardos and Johnson (2010)
found that the mentors who were paired with beginning teachers had at least ten years of
teaching experience (p. 33). Not only were the mentors’ years of experience noted, but also
historically, Wang and Odell (2002) suggest that mentors must be proficient in teaching
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standards and curriculum, prepared to work with new teachers, and well-versed in providing
feedback to colleagues and personal reflection within teaching.
The ability to form and establish a trustworthy and healthy relationship between a mentor
and beginning teacher is critical (Hobson et al., 2009; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll & Strong,
2011; Martin et al., 2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Reitman & Karge, 2019; Sowell, 2017; Wang &
Odell, 2002). While interviewing three middle school mentors about necessary parts of a
mentoring relationship, Sowell (2017) found that all mentors noted the necessity for an
established and trustworthy relationship between the mentor and the beginning teacher. In a
similar study that focused on the perceptions of six mentor teachers, Sparks et al. (2017)
discovered that mentors attributed a positive, strong relationship with their mentees as a positive
contribution to the school culture not only for new teachers but also for veteran staff. Sowell
(2017) summarized that the personalities of both the mentor and the mentee and whether they are
similar or whether their personalities clash are highly indicative of the quality of mentoring
relationship that can be established. In a review of literature, Hobson et al. (2009) also found that
the school system as a whole can benefit from strong, positive mentor relationships by aiding in
establishing school culture; however, it is mentioned that measuring this directly as a result from
mentoring is challenging. In a longitudinal study, Hudson and Hudson (2016) discovered that
mentors believed establishing support and respect with beginning teachers needed to come first.
Additionally, mentors noted that this varies with individual characteristics of mentors and
mentees and takes time (Hudson & Hudson, 2016). Martin et al. (2016) emphasize that an
important characteristic of a mentor is the ability to develop healthy relationships and maintain
trustworthiness.
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Hong and Matsko (2019) note the personal attributes and characteristics that mentors
possess can have an effect on this relationship, therefore identifying the importance of mentor
selection in terms of individual characteristics. In a review of literature, Hobson et al. (2009)
concluded that along with positivity, mentor relationships have been successful when the mentor
also possesses qualities of trustworthiness and approachability. Polikoff et al. (2015) also found
that individual characteristics of mentors and mentees are hard to measure and suggest that
further consideration go into how best to unpack and include these personal characteristics and
variations in research. Not only do mentors see the value in the established relationship but
beginning teachers do as well. In interviews of mentees, Sparks et al. (2017) discovered that all
participants highlighted the importance of the relationship with their mentor and made mention
of this being one possible reason that they would choose to remain teaching at the school.
Similarly, Martin et al. (2016) found that beginning teachers valued the trustworthiness, support,
and confidentiality that they had with their mentors. After interviews with beginning teachers,
Polikoff et al. (2015) concluded that all teachers identified the impact of positivity in their
relationship with their mentor teacher. Reitman and Karge (2019) also interviewed beginning
teachers about impactful support during their first year of teaching, and participants identified
that the personal and supportive relationship with their mentor was the most helpful tool of
support.
Mentoring Components
Providing constructive feedback to beginning teachers in a variety of ways has also been
found to be a critical component of effective mentoring (Hairon et al., 2020; Kardos & Johnson,
2010; Martin et al., 2016; Polikoff, 2015; Sowell, 2017; Wang & Odell, 2002). Upon
interviewing five beginning teachers who either earned certification through traditional avenues
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or through alternative programs within Hawaii’s public schools, Martin et al. (2016) discovered
that many beginning teachers valued the well-timed feedback after observations from their
mentors at multiple times throughout the year. Reviewing the literature on mentoring, Hobson et
al. (2009) summarized that classroom observations have historically been a valued component
and a consistent presence throughout mentoring programs. Regarding observations for beginning
teachers, Sowell (2017) discovered that the three middle school mentors interviewed also
suggested modeling lessons during observations for beginning teachers as valuable. However,
Sowell (2017) found that all three middle school mentors noted that just modeling lessons is not
enough; instead, one must continue to reflect with the beginning teacher after their observation to
improve instructional strategies. In a quantitative study seeking to gain beginning teachers’
perspectives about feedback, Hong and Matsko (2019) identified feedback received about
student engagement practices was a critical component of positive mentoring programs.
Observations of teaching are a critical component; however, Hairon et al. (2020) emphasize that
it is the feedback focused on instructional practices and improvement that is most valuable and
impactful for beginning teachers to grow in practice. Upon studying mentor and mentee
interactions and components, Polikoff et al. (2015) discovered that beginning teachers noted the
opportunities for feedback and observation from their mentor teachers as a statistically higher
value of support than other beginning teachers who reported not being able to have these
opportunities. In the National Center for Education Statistics report, Bowsher et al. (2018) found
that 56% of beginning teachers reported that common planning and preparation time was made
available during the day to utilize some of the critical components described (p. 4).
Research also indicates that mentor programs include inconsistencies. Kolb (1984)
emphasizes in his Experiential Learning Theory that experiences can be different for every
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individual, as evidenced by the inconsistencies recognized in the research. In a survey of
approximately three hundred beginning teachers across three states, Kardos and Johnson (2010)
uncovered inconsistencies in mentor interactions. While observations and feedback were vital to
mentoring relationships and of high importance, Kardos and Johnson (2010) found that roughly
40% of novice teachers had less than three conversations with their mentors and/or were never
observed during the entire year (p. 38). Despite the understanding that mentoring takes on
different forms dependent on the individuals involved, Heikkinen et al. (2018) discovered similar
inconsistencies when comparing mentoring interactions in Finland and Australia. Researching
mentoring experiences in New Jersey, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, Polikoff et al.
(2015) discovered large discrepancies between states with regard to requiring mentoring, mentor
compensation, mentor training, and release time for mentor collaboration. Not only did states
differ in their mentoring process and practice, but Polikoff et al. (2015) also found that beginning
teacher mentor experiences varied considerably. Whether that be mentors were or were not
teaching the same courses as their mentees, mentors did or did not receive training for
mentoring, release time was/was not given during the day for meetings, or a mentor was assigned
but never utilized, beginning teachers across these four states had varying degrees of mentoring
and first-year teaching experiences (Polikoff et al., 2015). Narrowing the research to Chicago
schools, Hong and Matsko (2019) similarly discovered varying degrees of frequency of
mentoring, administrative leadership, and mentoring practice.
Release Time for Mentoring
Release time for mentor teachers and mentees throughout the school day is a practice that
varies across states and schools (Heikkinen et al., 2018; Hobson et al., 2009; Hudson & Hudson,
2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Sparks et al., 2017). Bowsher et al. (2018) found that only 8% of
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beginning teachers reported having a modified teaching schedule with a reduction in preparations
that would allow for a release time together during the day for the mentor and new teacher (p. 6).
Polikoff et al. (2015) discovered that time given throughout the workday for mentor interactions
was statistically significant to both mentors and mentees (p. 91). While qualitatively comparing
differences between Finland’s and Australia’s mentoring programs, Heikkinen et al. (2018)
discovered that the support in Australia for release time for mentors and beginning teachers
allowed for reflection and discussion and positively contributed to beginning teachers feeling
supported and important in their school community. In a review of literature, Hobson et al.
(2009) summarized that release time had a positive effect on mentoring while the lack of time
available during the day for mentors and mentees was one of the biggest disadvantages. Sparks et
al. (2017) also discovered that one of the biggest complaints from mentors and mentees was the
lack of time provided for effective and constructive conversations and planning together. Survey
and focus group interview data gathered from thirty-six mentors by Maor and McConney (2015)
found that the development of beginning teachers was more effective when mentors were
provided reduced workload and ample amount of time to support the beginning teachers.
Evidence of strong mentoring components includes research on reflection by Hairon et al.
(2020), Reitman and Karge (2019), and Wang and Odell (2002). They report that reflection is a
vital piece of mentoring relationships. Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory also notes that
learning, as a process, requires the learner to have a reflective observation ability (Kolb, 1984).
Wang and Odell (2007) suggest that the critical development of reflection on practice is vital to
developing beginning teachers and can be utilized through a variety of approaches. Hairon et al.
(2020) emphasize that discussions and reflections form a partnership in mentoring, establish
trust, and allow room for growth. According to the study by Hudson and Hudson (2016), mentors
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also noted the importance of modeling and then assisting in developing reflective practices for
beginning teachers within their conversations. While interviewing six mentors who participated
in a mentor development program prior to mentoring their beginning teacher, Hudson and
Hudson (2016) discovered that mentors’ reflective practices improved as they modeled for their
mentees. While in Florida, Massachusetts, and Michigan, Kardos and Johnson (2010) found that
these reflective interactions were few and far between, resulting in negative experiences of
mentoring relationships. From the studies done by Hudson and Hudson (2016), Kardos and
Johnson (2010), and Reitman and Karge (2019), reflective practices were found valuable, but not
always implemented well in mentoring relationships.
Classroom Management in Mentoring
Research also suggests that beginning teachers struggle with classroom management
(Dağ & Sari, 2017; Hobson et al., 2009; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Kardos & Johnson, 2010;
Sowell, 2017). Bowsher et al. (2018) discovered that nationally, only 55% of beginning teachers
reported feeling prepared to handle classroom management and other disciplinary issues (p. 5).
Research completed by Dağ and Sari (2017) on beginning teacher support needs found that
novice teachers mention classroom management at the top of their list of issues during their
beginning years of teaching. Hong and Matsko (2019) examined educational mentoring content
and also discovered that classroom management was a consistent topic. They found that mentors
largely reflect on classroom management practices in their frequent conversations and
observations with beginning teachers. In a review of literature, Wang and Odell (2002) note that
effective mentoring relationships improve beginning teachers’ classroom management skills.
Kardos and Johnson (2010) note that an expectation of mentors is the ability to assist beginning
teachers in classroom management; however, that expectation is not always met depending on
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the quality of mentoring. After analyzing data from a university mentoring program in Texas,
Andrews and Akerson (2012) found that classroom management was an overarching critical
issue for beginning teachers. From a mentor’s perspective, Sowell (2017) discovered that all
three mentors interviewed suggested the focus of their interactions with mentees was navigating
classroom management. Historically, Smith and Ingersoll (2004) discovered that when this extra
support in the classroom was in place, beginning teachers were less likely to want to change
schools or leave the profession.
A focus on classroom management along with reflective practices, observations, timely
feedback, release time, and common planning were consistently found in effective mentoring
programs; however, the duration and frequency of these activities were found to be inconsistent
across research completed by Hairon et al. (2020), Heikkinen et al. (2018), Hong and Matsko
(2019), Ingersoll and Strong (2011), and Kardos and Johnson (2010). It is also necessary to note
that mentors and mentees may drastically differ in personal dispositions and teaching strategies,
also accounting for different mentoring experiences. This results in differentiation of mentoring
programs such as reform-based mentoring, structured mentoring, high-quality mentoring, and
informal mentoring.
Key Components of Successful Mentoring
Wang and Odell (2007) found that a reform-based mentoring program that encourages
the recognition of previous knowledge and perspectives and the desire to change and continually
reconstruct perspectives is historically most effective for mentoring relationships. Heikkenen et
al. (2018) also note the importance of utilizing critical theory in questioning traditional teaching
practices. Wang and Odell (2007) suggest that by incorporating the humanistic, situated
apprenticeship, and critical constructivist approaches, a mentor relationship could encompass not
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only the emotional encouragement, teaching techniques, and skills, but also develop an ability to
retain, reconstruct, and reevaluate teaching practices.
Hairon et al. (2020) emphasize that a structured mentoring program has strong direction,
clear objectives, and a direct focus for both mentor and mentee. A “pre-defined set of mentoring
goals that provide a sharp focus…to work on across a specified timeline” (p. 106) alleviates the
ambiguity that Hairon et al. (2020) found in beginning teacher mentoring programs. By
surveying 37 beginning teachers and conducting focus interviews with 13 of those teachers from
seven different schools, Hairon et al. (2020) discovered that a structured mentoring program
creates a positive perception of relevance, application, and workability through many
discussions, reflection, feedback, and observations with the beginning teachers. Hudson and
Hudson (2016) found a similar approach to mentoring in Australia that allowed for a structure
that helped to facilitate direct conversation and feedback on specific standards. However, while
structured mentoring has shown to be effective, not all mentoring is consistent in this structure,
depth, and frequency.
Hong and Matsko (2019) discuss the variance in beginning teacher mentoring from the
number of interactions to engagement with mentors’ teaching practices, to the content discussed
and shared. High-quality mentoring, according to Hong and Matsko (2019), has all three of the
above in a consistent and frequent manner, while low-quality mentoring has no interactions, no
engagement with mentors’ teaching practices, and no content discussion and collaboration. In a
survey of beginning teachers in Chicago Public Schools, Hong and Matsko (2019) found that
high-quality mentoring, which consisted of weekly or biweekly interactions with mentors,
guidance in pedagogical practices and content, and opportunities to observe and practice skills,
resulted in a positive effect on the commitment of beginning teachers. While studying a sample
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of 1,013 first- and second-year teachers, Hong and Matsko (2019) inversely found that lowquality mentoring resulted in a statistically lower level of organizational commitment from
beginning teachers.
While the previously mentioned studies by Hong and Matsko (2019), Hairon et al.
(2020), and Hudson and Hudson (2016) may differ in their specific approach, each demonstrated
that having a structure with required components of a mentoring program resulted in a positive
commitment from beginning teachers. However, it is important to recognize that formal
mentoring can also be accompanied by other mentoring relationships. In a five-year study of 56
beginning middle school mathematics teachers in 10 school districts over four different states,
Polikoff et al. (2015) discovered that many of the participants had more than one mentor,
indicating that informal mentoring with other colleagues and collaborative groups were present
when a mentor was not formally assigned. Even though informal mentors are present within a
school, the focus of this study will be on the formal mentoring relationships that beginning
teachers have with assigned teachers. Also, for the focus of this study, characteristics of
mentoring programs specifically at the secondary, high school level will be further unpacked.
Beginning Secondary Teacher Mentoring
Research suggests that effective mentoring programs consider the alignment of subject
and content related matches when pairing mentors and mentees (Kang, 2011; Polikoff et al.,
2015; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004; Sowell, 2017). After surveying 56 beginning middle school math
teachers, Polikoff et al. (2015) discovered the knowledge and math experience of teaching
similar courses from their mentor was associated with a positive mentoring experience outcome;
however, mentors’ knowledge and math experience were not recognized as the most significant
pieces of the mentoring experience. After analyzing data from the 2000-2001 TFS survey of
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1,556 teachers, Kang (2011) found that secondary (7 th-12th) beginning teachers were at a
statistically higher risk of leaving school when assigned mentors who were not teaching the same
subject (p. 95). Sparks et al. (2017) discovered that beginning teachers emphasized the
importance and value of having opportunities to collaborate on specific content within their
classroom—all not possible unless they were matched by subject-matter with their mentor.
Sowell (2017) found that conversations related to specific subject-matter content were valuable
for collaboration, observations, and modeling for beginning teachers as well. Upon interviewing
five beginning teachers in Hawaii, Martin et al. (2016) discovered that many participants were
concerned about their content-related curriculum and how to teach those concepts. These
beginning teachers went on to recognize the value in content-specific relationships that would
enable them to address some of those initial questions (Martin et al., 2016). Unfortunately,
Kardos and Johnson (2010) found that out of 374 beginning teachers surveyed in Florida,
Massachusetts, and Michigan, less than half reported having a mentor in the same subject.
Mentoring for the Secondary Mathematics Teacher
With the previous recognition of teacher shortages and turnover in secondary
mathematics, it is imperative to dig deeper into the beginning, secondary mathematics teachers’
mentoring experiences. While most secondary mathematics teachers come from a traditional
postsecondary pathway, it is becoming more common for a secondary mathematics teacher to be
alternatively certified (Andrews & Akerson, 2012; Clement & Cochran, 2020; Curtis & Wise,
2012; Lisenbee & Tan, 2019; Polikoff et al., 2015). An alternatively certified secondary teacher
is defined as a teacher who has received their teaching license or certificate through a different
pathway than a traditional undergraduate student. While not an exhaustive list, Andrews and
Akerson (2012) identified Teach for America and Troops to Teachers as two alternative routes
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that secondary mathematics teachers have pursued to become certified teachers. In a study of 6
beginning mathematics and science teachers in northern Georgia, Clement and Cochran (2020)
identified that participants who were traditional experienced having support versus alternatively
certified teachers who did not feel as supported in their first-year experiences. Due to the
popularity of nontraditional routes, it is critical to consider this perspective while unpacking the
current research on beginning secondary mathematics teachers’ turnover and mentoring
experiences because of the difference in preparation and fieldwork in this setting, which could
contribute to the needs of the beginning teacher in their mentoring relationship.
It is also necessary to consider the mentor’s perspective while evaluating beginning
secondary mathematics teacher mentoring. By interviewing and surveying 36 mentors of
beginning science and mathematics teachers in Western Australia, Maor and McConney (2015)
found that most veteran teachers interviewed were passionate about sharing their expertise and
knowledge of the mathematics and science education field. Not only did they report to be
enthusiastic about bettering the teacher quality, but they also recognized the opportunity to
collaborate with other experienced science and mathematics teachers and promote a positive
school culture (Maor & McConney, 2015). From the mentor perspective, Maor and McConney
(2015) found that most of the 36 mentors believed that developing relationships along with being
creative, flexible, available, and experienced with math content are necessary to be effective
mentors. Maor and McConney (2015) discovered that mentors did not believe the beginning
teachers needed mathematics content knowledge as much as feeling supported and not isolated in
the profession. Similarly, by interviewing six first-year mathematics and science teachers along
with their mentors, Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017) found that both mentors and mentees
identified mathematical content knowledge of curriculum and concepts as an overall strength for
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beginning teachers. However, as Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017) discovered, to rely only on
strong content knowledge for a beginning mathematics teacher, is not adequate information to
predict if that teacher will be successful and stay in education. Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017)
discovered that beginning teachers reported having more concerns with how to teach the
mathematical content instead of the content itself emphasizing the need for pedagogical
mentoring for beginning mathematics teachers. Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017) also recognized
that beginning teachers need assistance in student understanding and differentiating instruction.
Secondary Mathematics Mentoring Programs
A Texas university also began to recognize the need for mentoring and supporting
beginning mathematics teachers in their first three years of teaching (Andrews & Akerson,
2012). Inconsistencies with district assigned mentors within a school led a Texas university to
provide a university mentor to new mathematics teachers for support, communication, and
resources (Andrews & Akerson, 2012). Andrews and Akerson (2012) found that the additional
support for the thirty beginning teachers resulted in 100% of those beginning teachers remaining
in education for the next school year (p. 32). Andrews and Akerson (2012) found that mentors
and university educators see the benefit and need for beginning mathematics and science teacher
mentoring; however, Andrews and Akerson (2012) suggest reviewing beginning teachers’
perspectives to gain additional insights on effective mentoring for new teachers.
In a study of six beginning mathematics and science teachers in northern Georgia,
Clement and Cochran (2020) discovered that all reported having an overall confidence in their
mathematics and science content knowledge as they started teaching but not as much confidence
in their pedagogical strategies. From this finding, Clement and Cochran (2020) concluded that
simply having strong content knowledge and not specific pedagogical strategies is not enough
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for beginning teachers to be prepared and successful. A teacher who reported receiving support
was more likely to want to remain in teaching while one who did not receive support reported
less desire to remain in teaching. In fact, Clement and Cochran (2020) reported a teacher who did
not feel supported say that “the first semester was so stressful and discouraging to me that I was
semi-dreading coming back from the Christmas break. I had already pretty much figured out that
teaching was not for me, and I was just discouraged” (p. 53). Clement and Cochran (2020) also
found that alternatively certified teachers felt as though they were just experimenting on many
teaching strategies throughout their first year with no real focus or expertise. The teachers in this
study experienced a wide range of beginning teacher support ranging from a fully supportive
school to no induction strategies provided (Clement & Cochran, 2020). Clement and Cochran
(2020) noticed that these responses ranged from “having a great team of support” to “having
little to no support from my administration and my mentor teacher” (p. 53).
Upon interviewing 18 beginning mathematics teachers from urban, suburban, and rural
school districts, Friedrichsen et al. (2007) found that beginning teachers identified mentor
relationships as effective when their mentor teachers were helpful and took the initiative to offer
support and stop by the classroom to ask questions. These same beginning mathematics teachers
identified concerns when their mentor teacher was unavailable, did not initiate interactions and
meetings, and failed to develop a comfortable and trusting relationship (Friedrichsen et al.,
2007). It is important to note that Friedrichsen et al. (2007) discovered that after their mentoring
relationship, beginning mathematics teachers also acknowledged and appreciated the informal
support that nearby teachers who were available and taught similar content provided.
Not all schools assign mentors to beginning mathematics teachers within their same
school. In a qualitative case study done in Australia that included observations of 54 beginning
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teachers, Dawson and Shand (2019) discovered that universities who assigned same subject
mentors outside of the school district were not utilized nor found as helpful due to the lack of
proximity, limited communication, and issues maintaining contact. While some beginning
teachers utilized the extra support on content related issues, most were more apt to lean towards
the support from colleagues within their school setting (Dawson & Shand, 2019). Similarly,
Bradley-Levine et al. (2016) focused on a teacher fellowship program that had assigned mentors
outside of the school to assist beginning mathematics teachers. Bradley-Levine et al. (2016) note
that with the high turnover rate and shortage of mathematics teachers, some districts struggle to
provide strong teachers in the content area; thus, requiring an outside individual for mentoring
support. In a study that included survey responses from nine mentors and 11 mentees, BradleyLevine et al. (2016) concluded that the objectivity from these outside mentors was beneficial for
clear feedback; however, some mentees noted that colleagues within their building were more
helpful as they understood the culture and setting of the school and were in closer proximity for
immediate questions. After the first year of the teacher fellowship mentoring program, BradleyLevine et al. (2016) found that most of the beginning teachers who returned in their second year
requested an in-school mentor, which demonstrated again the novice teachers’ appreciation for
proximity and content collaboration with their mentor. Similarly, by surveying 56 beginning
mathematics teachers in Kentucky, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, Polikoff et al.
(2015) determined that beginning teachers found formal mentors outside of the school not as
accessible and preferred having an in-school mentor due to proximity for questions and
assistance.
Beginning teachers identify classroom management and navigating challenging
classroom behaviors as a major concern and beginning mathematics and science teachers also
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express this concern (Andrews & Akerson, 2012; Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Curtis & Wise,
2012; Dawson & Shand, 2019; Friedrichsen et al., 2007; Haggarty et al., 2011; HallmanThrasher et al., 2017; Polikoff et al., 2015). Curtis and Wise (2012) found that beginning
teachers not only reported these concerns but concluded that having a specifically paired mentor
during the beginning years helped in navigating behavior management, daily situations, and
content related questions. During their interviews with six beginning mathematics and science
teachers, Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017) discovered that along with content-related questions,
beginning teachers struggled with the challenge of accessibility to all students and how to
differentiate instruction to all learners. Beginning teachers found the availability of their mentors
within their same content area to be useful and helpful in learning how to differentiate instruction
to reach all students (Hallman-Thrasher et al., 2017). Likewise, Polikoff et al. (2015) uncovered
that beginning teachers identified content area knowledge and expertise from mentors as
important.
In a qualitative case study of two beginning secondary mathematics teachers in a
California school system, Bianchini and Brenner (2009) found that the school district put a large
emphasis on the mentoring relationship as the main source of support for beginning mathematics
instructors. Bianchini and Brenner (2009) found that much of the initial mentoring relationship
was deemed valuable in assisting new teachers to develop equitable strategies for their diverse
classroom learners and that collaboration between the beginning teacher and the mentor teacher
was present and strategic in developing differentiated instruction and reform-based strategies.
However, due to circumstances, one of the beginning teachers in the study was assigned a
different mentor after the first year. The second mentor did not share the same subject specific
teaching assignment as the mentee. Rather, the new teachers were assigned one outside of their
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content-specific courses, which the beginning teacher noted was not as ideal (p. 178). For one of
the two beginning teachers in this case study, Bianchini and Brenner (2009) reported that the
school implemented professional learning communities outside of the mentor relationship during
the second year of the experience. However, the collaborative group was inefficient in offering
support and creativity in instruction, which left the beginning teacher relying largely on the
mathematics textbook and traditional ways of teaching. Bianchini and Brenner (2009) identified
the lack of content-specific matching for beginning teachers in their second year along with the
lack of innovative and collaborative teachers, a limitation for the mentoring programs. Rather,
effective mentoring requires specific discipline and content-related mentor matching for
beginning secondary mathematics educators.
Haggarty et al. (2011) suggest that it is important to carefully balance the mentor’s
influence and suggest that an effective mentoring relationship allows for creative growth and
innovative exploration rather than simply repeating observed practices modeled for them.
Considering the type of mentoring that allows flexibility and freedom, Piccolo et al. (2010)
discovered that beginning mathematics teachers identified successful mentors as those who
listened to their concerns and helped by brain-storming multiple teaching techniques and
differentiation possibilities. Surveying beginning mathematics teachers with mentors located
within the school district, Piccolo et al. (2010) found that mentors focusing on mathematical
support, assisting in assessment development, and modeling alternative mathematical teaching
strategies resulted in beginning mathematics teachers feeling supported and secure with the
content in the beginning years of teaching.
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Gaps in Research
Beginning teachers are leaving the profession for many reasons, but largely due to lack of
support within their school or district (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Rajendran et al., 2020; Schaefer
et al., 2014; Trevethan, 2018). Beginning secondary mathematics teachers have the same
struggles at the start of their career. Induction programs have been established, but they lack a
consistency in what occurs and what is implemented across the board; however, one
commonality of most induction programs is a mentoring component. Unfortunately, mentoring
programs differ drastically from state to state, district to district, and even school to school,
making it challenging to encompass what exactly a beginning teacher experiences from their
mentoring relationship in their beginning years of teaching (Clark & Byrnes, 2012; Heikkinen et
al., 2018; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith &
Ingersoll, 2004). Considering the identified needs of beginning mathematics teachers, the diverse
research on effective mentoring, and the differences that beginning mathematics teachers have
from other novices, research lacks analyses that detail techniques, strategies, and tools used
during the beginning mathematics teachers’ mentoring experiences (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016;
Frederick & Courtney, 2015; Friedrichsen et al., 2007). As Polikoff et al. (2015) evaluated
mentor policies and features for a beginning teacher’s mentoring experience, they also noted the
need for future study on the specific tools and policies within a school that account for highquality mentoring. Mentoring policies most often are customized when put into place, thus
making it challenging to base future mentoring policies without observing what took place in a
mentoring experience. While the review of literature shows that research on beginning teacher
mentoring programs has multiple studies on the importance and success of relationships and
mentor matching, not nearly as many studies focus on the strategies and techniques of mentoring.
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Doing a phenomenological study specifically focusing on beginning secondary mathematics
teachers’ experiences of mentoring adds to the research by providing detail on techniques, tools,
and strategies that occur during these experiences. The purpose of this phenomenological study
was to examine the lived experiences of first through third year secondary mathematics teachers
in southeastern school districts of an upper Midwestern state who have been mentored and
remain in teaching.
Summary
This chapter reviewed the literature regarding the high rate of attrition in beginning
teachers. Most specifically, mathematics teachers have a high turnover rate. Beginning teachers
leave the profession for multiple reasons with a lack of support in their beginning years
recognized throughout the literature as a major reason for high attrition rates. This chapter
reviewed the implementation of induction programs due a recognized lack of for beginning
teachers. Induction programs, while they differ between states, share commonalities such as
healthy relationships, classroom observations, assistance in the classroom, feedback from the
mentor teacher, and collaboration. Specifically, this chapter narrowed in on the literature
regarding beginning secondary mathematics teachers’ experiences in mentoring. Lastly, this
chapter revealed gaps in the research of what is experienced by beginning secondary
mathematics teachers in mentoring and any techniques and strategies that occur during these
experiences.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
This chapter describes the qualitative methodology and procedures utilized in this study.
The researcher applied a hermeneutical, phenomenological approach to better examine and
understand the lived experiences of beginning secondary mathematics teachers who have been
mentored and remain in teaching. This chapter includes the purpose of the study, research
questions, and the research design. In this chapter, the reflexivity and role of the researcher,
context of the study, participant selection, sample description, instrumentation, data collection,
data management, data analysis, and establishment of trustworthiness are also discussed.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to examine the lived experiences of first
through third year secondary mathematics teachers in southeastern school districts of an upper
Midwestern state who have been mentored and remain in teaching.
Research Questions
1. How do beginning mathematics teachers describe their lived experiences of being
mentored?
2. What meaning do beginning secondary mathematics teachers ascribe to their
mentoring experiences?
3. What mentoring experiences do beginning secondary mathematics teachers perceive
to be the most beneficial to their professional growth?
Qualitative Research Design
Qualitative research seeks to understand a specific issue that evidence suggests needs to
be more deeply explored (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Qualitative data is much more descriptive in
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nature compared to quantitative research and uses data from experiences of individuals and their
words and descriptions of interactions within the context of study (Levitt et al., 2018; Mills &
Gay, 2016). A quantitative study is valuable, but it does not provide rich descriptions of the
mentoring experience that a qualitative study details. Quantitative research focuses on scientific
and numerical data, whereas qualitative research desires to develop an understanding of how
individuals explain an experience and what meaning they associate with that experience
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
A desire of a qualitative researcher is to acquire discoveries about the phenomenon being
studied and accurately reflect those findings from participants (Levitt et al., 2018). Levitt et al.
(2018) emphasize that qualitative research aims to identify patterns and create meaning from
those identified patterns in relation to a phenomenon. Based on the existing literature, a
qualitative study that examines and describes the lived experiences of beginning mathematics
teachers in mentoring will add depth to the mentoring practices for beginning secondary
mathematics teachers due to the nature of detail and rich descriptions that qualitative research
provides. A qualitative study of beginning secondary mathematics teachers and their experiences
of mentoring led to a more detailed and descriptive understanding of the application of
mentoring programs and the identification of support strategies and experiences from beginning
teachers. After considering the rate of teacher attrition among beginning secondary mathematics
teachers and the consistent recognition of needed support from staff and colleagues, it was
necessary to learn about the lived experiences and stories of teachers who experienced
mentoring. Thus, a qualitative study proved to be the most effective way to explore this issue and
collect the desired data.
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Qualitative research is beneficial when the information cannot be statistically measured
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). After recognizing the gaps of in-depth information regarding detailed
mentoring experiences of beginning mathematics teachers, collecting qualitative data from
individuals first-hand seemed the most appropriate approach to address the research questions.
The research questions in this study aimed to reveal the lived experiences of beginning
mathematics teachers with their mentors. These stories and narratives are not ones that can be
easily summarized using a quantitative approach gathering statistics; therefore, interviews were
utilized to gather a rich description. Creswell and Poth (2018) also note the emphasis qualitative
researchers place on collecting data in the setting where the phenomenon is experienced. Due to
the phenomenon being studied, beginning secondary mathematics teachers were the participants;
therefore, a criterion-based sampling method was chosen for this study, which is a smaller
representation of the teacher population (Mills & Gay, 2016). Levitt et al. (2018) believe that
qualitative data serves a different purpose and satisfies a different need than quantitative data.
Levitt et al. (2018) suggest that qualitative research “tends to engage data sets in intensive
analyses, to value open-ended discovery rather than verification of hypothese, to emphasize
specific histories or settings in which experiences occur rather than expect findings to ensure
across all contexts” (pp. 27-28). Due to the concern of researcher interpretation creating a
misinterpreted qualitative study as compared to a numerical representation of data from a
quantitative study, methodological integrity is necessary to establish by detailing all aspects of
the qualitative design chosen for the study to ensure trustworthiness of the study (Levitt et al.,
2018).
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Phenomenological Research
A phenomenonological study is a method that studies the lived experiences of individuals
and aims to find a common meaning within the experiences of the participants (Creswell & Poth
2018; Peoples, 2021). By participants describing their lived experiences, phenomenology allows
a gain in understanding of “what it is like to experience a certain phenomenon” (Peoples, 2021,
p. 3). Vagle (2018) describes a phenomenological approach to qualitative research as a method to
“potentially help us see and understand things in new ways” (p. 10). With a desire to see what
beginning secondary mathetmatics teachers’ mentoring experiences are like, a phenomenological
approach was determined to be appropriate due to the emphasis on the lived experiences of
beginning secondary mathematics teachers who have experienced mentoring.
Vagle (2018) emphasizes that phenomenology desires to gain a profounder perspective of
the “everyday phenomena” (p. 11). In this particiular study, the phenomenon was the mentoring
experience for beginning secondary mathematics teachers, and the approach sought
commonalities among mentoring for beginning secondary mathematics teachers. Creswell and
Poth (2018) stress that this phenomenological approach develops a richer understanding of the
phenomenon. A phenomenological approach aims “to study what it is like as we find ourselves
being in relation with others and other things” (Vagle, 2018, p. 20). Vagle (2018) goes on to
suggest that this aim can only be met if I stay vigilant in noticing what is surrounding myself in
the present, everyday. With this approach in mind and while gaps in the research have noted the
lack of research regarding the mentoring relationship’s depths and practices, a phenomenological
approach in this study aimed to elimintate this gap by collecting rich descriptions from beginning
secondary mathematics teachers about what they experienced in mentoring. Through a
phenomenological approach, the study added depth by learning the lived experiences of
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individuals who had experienced the same phenomenon, in hopes to provide a composite
description and overall essence of the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Hermeneutical Phenomenology
Phenomenological research can also be specified into a narrower methodology of
heremeneutical phenomenology. Heidegger’s philosophy of hermeneutical phenomenology
stresses that “as I am interpreting something, I have a pre-understanding of the phenomenon, and
as I get new information, there is a revision of that understanding” (Peoples, 2021, p. 33).
Peoples (2021) describes hermeneutical phenomenology that due to the inability to set aside all
current or potential bias in research, these biases are continually being revised throughout the
process. Therefore, in a heremenutical phenomenological study, the hermeneutic circle, a
continual process of synthesizing data into smaller parts (themes) and continually comparing
those parts back to the whole set of data as one conducts research, is utilized (Peoples, 2021). A
main aspect of hermeneutical phenomenological research is a process of continually recognizing
and revising biases as data is gathered and interpreted (Peoples, 2021). Hermeneutical
phenomenology also allows for data to be analyzed through a theoretical framework (Peoples,
2021). One reason that a hermeneutical phenomenological approach was considered appropriate
for this study is due to the belief of Peoples (2021) that it is impossible to completely separate
oneself from all previous and current bias in research. A hermeneutical phenomenological
approach allowed for a continuity of tying patterns in data together to the entire description of
the beginning secondary mathematics teachers’ experiences with mentoring.
Theoretical Framework
Participant data were analyzed through the lens of Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning
Theory. Experiential Learning Theory details how learning is continually being adapted and
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shaped by experiences, which results in viewing learning as a process (Kolb, 1984). Participants
described their experiences of being mentored and I analyzed their experiences by comparing
them to Kolb’s (1984) theory that identifies four main abilities including concrete experiences,
reflective observation skills, abstract conceptualization abilities, and active experimentation. This
lens allowed me to consider how ideas are formed from experiences and then reconstructed by
experiences (Kolb, 1984). Data were also analyzed through this lens by considering the
participant’s expectations of the mentoring experience versus the reality of what occurred in the
mentoring experience. The Experiential Learning Theory allowed for data to be viewed through
a lens that considers how knowledge is created, transformed, and recreated during the mentoring
experience (Kolb, 1984).
Background of the Researcher
At the time of the study, I was a high school mathematics teacher at a high school in the
southeastern portion of an upper Midwestern state. Throughout my 11 years of teaching,
beginning teachers entered the mathematics department with a variety of struggles such as
classroom management issues, questions on policies and procedures, lack of content and
curriculum guidance, and how to manage the first year of teaching. These were brought to my
attention as I began to witness newer teachers leaving the school after a few years and some even
quitting their teaching profession in the middle of the year. As I began recognizing these
struggles and concerns of beginning teachers, I observed that little to no mentoring of beginning
teachers was taking place at the school. Reflecting, I realized that I did not have a formal mentor
during my beginning years as well and that I had voiced many of the same struggles that these
teachers were sharing with me. Due to not having a mentor in my initial years, I valued the
support from my colleagues who were informal mentors and freely gave of their time. Thus, I
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became more of an informal mentor to beginning teachers in the mathematics department and
recognized that they needed this critical support. From these interactions and observations, the
statistics of beginning teacher attrition and the structure of a teacher mentoring program became
of large interest.
Recognizing pre-existing beliefs and assumptions is a critical piece of qualitative
research and positioning myself in the writing. Qualitative researchers must “position themselves
in the writing” by becoming critically aware of the experiences and beliefs that are brought to the
research (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 229). Creswell and Poth (2018) also stress the importance of
bracketing out one’s personal views before moving ahead with research. Therefore, it must be
made known that at the time of the study, I was a secondary mathematics teacher who had no
formal mentor assigned in my beginning years of teaching. My undergraduate education
experience was an undergraduate degree in mathematics and education at a four-year college.
Considering the above recognition of educational background, it is also necessary to
consider experiences I have had previously with mentoring. Regarding the topic of mentoring,
my experiences spanned over a decade in mentoring young adults through non-profit
organizations in the community. The young adults who have been mentored told me personally
during one of our conversations that the mentoring relationship helped them grow in their faith,
education, and life choices. The young adults also explained that the consistency in our meetings
allowed for trust and developed a richer relationship that had challenging conversations and
transformation in their lives. While consistency was established in these mentored relationships,
limitations came from the lack of time I was able to give all individuals and the time it required
to develop these relationships. Another limitation recognized from my experiences throughout
the non-profit organization’s ministry was that the capacity to have this level of depth in a
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relationship was not possible with every person. Time was limited, so I was only able to meet
consistently with four of the ten young women one to one.
While not specifically teaching related, these mentoring experiences could have affected
the study as I sought to remain objective and not use personal, past experiences when
interpreting data. As an advocate for one-on-one, consistent, and focused mentoring, it is
possible that while analyzing the data, I sought to remain objective, bias could have existed due
to previous experiences, advocacy for mentoring, and teaching mathematics experience. To
handle potential bias during data collection and analysis, I recorded personal feelings in a private
journal. Peoples (2021) recommends journaling personal biases so that one can continually refer
back to personal biases while reviewing data. Through the process of the hermeneutic circle,
recording potential biases was helpful in limiting bias because as new data were collected and
analyzed, I continually compared my recognized biases to the original data.
Role of the Researcher
The role of the researcher is the fundamental instrument in qualitative research (Creswell
& Poth, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The role of the researcher is to attempt to collect
descriptions of lived experiences from participants, synthesize this data, and protect the
confidentiality of participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Throughout the study, the role of the
researcher is to attempt to learn and develop a description of the meaning of the lived
experiences by the participants of the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018). By working in a
school district located within the southeastern portion of this upper Midwest state, it was possible
that participants in this study may have been colleagues or individuals that I knew of in the same
district or surrounding districts. Even as a veteran high school mathematics teacher, I held no
power or authority over any teacher who participated in this study. Since I held the same position
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as the participants, this ensured that no influence due to authority or pressure swayed participants
in their answers to the interview questions. Participants may have been known, but those who
were selected did not have a close relationship with me at the time of the study. Confidentiality
was guaranteed for all participants for interviews, and all information was kept secure by storing
data on a personal, password protected device. Participants were given the opportunity to deny
sharing their identities during focus groups on Zoom. Video sharing was accepted by all
participants and all participants chose to use their personal names. Consent was verbally given
by all participants and group norms were stated before each focus group.
Context of the Study
Research was conducted in the southeastern, rural portion of an upper Midwest state. At
the time of the study, participants from school districts in this study served student populations
ranging from 300 students to 24,000 students. The variety of school and district size provided
depth of information and diversity of positions for a rich composite description of the lived
phenomenon experienced. The focus on mentoring led to reviewing the state’s mentoring
program.
South Dakota Mentoring Program
South Dakota established a statewide formal mentoring program in 2016. According to
the South Dakota Department of Education’s website (Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016), this
program was established after the nation began to see an increase in a national recognition of
teacher attrition rates and beginning teachers were not receiving the support they needed
(Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016). At the time of this study, new teachers in their first year
of teaching in South Dakota were assigned a mentor teacher for two years. All new teachers
participating in the program had to meet the following requirements: attend the summer
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mentoring seminar, complete 34 hours of mentoring throughout the school year, attend the
mentor kick-off, and participate in the mentoring professional learning community (Statewide
Mentoring Program, 2016). Once the two-year program ended, mentors and mentees were able to
receive three renewal credits for participation (Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016). In the SD
DOE Statewide Mentoring Program Overview (2016), 91% of beginning teachers felt supported
from their mentoring relationship and assisted in solving concerns they had during their year
(para. 5). Eighty-eight percent of beginning teachers reported that they completed the year
feeling more capable of teaching due to this relationship with their mentor (Statewide Mentoring
Program, 2016, para. 5). At the time of the study, this Midwestern state was an example of a
mentoring program with minimal requirements. School districts in South Dakota elected to
implement the program for beginning teachers. At the time of the study, the South Dakota
Department of Education did not specify different requirements for elementary, middle, or high
school beginning teachers in their mentoring programs.
Study Participants
Creswell and Poth (2018) recommend a phenomenological study have a sample size
anywhere from 3-15 participants. Research was conducted with 7 participants from public
secondary schools in the southeastern portion of an upper Midwestern state. Creswell and Poth
(2018) and Mills and Gay (2016) suggest that criterion sampling be used when participants need
to possess certain characteristics and meet certain specific requirements. For this study, the
participants were secondary mathematics teachers within their first three years of teaching and
had mentors assigned to them from their school or district. To avoid the potential for coercion or
inaccurate responses from participants, I did not include anyone that had a close working
relationship with me. However, no participants were turned away from the study. All participants
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had previous experiences with formal mentoring before the start of the study. Utilizing this
criterion sampling, principals were contacted via public state-issued email accounts at schools in
public school districts and asked for suggestions of beginning mathematics teachers who had an
assigned mentor at their school. Consenting principals provided names of new teachers who had
been mentored in their school.
Potential participants were contacted by email to request their participation in the
research. While 12 beginning teachers was the targeted number of participants, seven beginning
secondary mathematics teachers participated in the study. Some principals never responded to
my initial email request for possible participants and some beginning teachers never responded
to my initial email request. The seven participants all responded to my initial email request and
consented to participate in the study.
Data Collection
Teachers who consented to participate were asked to set up an interview time. Interviews
were done in person and on Zoom. One participant requested an interview in person. This
participant requested an alternate meeting place and we met at a local, private university, with
only the participant and me in a secure setting. These semi-structured interviews differed in
length lasting between 30 to 60 minutes. The iPhone and iPad were used for recording
interviews. To conduct follow-up interviews within a reasonable time frame, I conducted all
initial interviews within two to three weeks of each other. An audit trail of all procedures for
interviews was created to establish confirmability as suggested by (Shenton, 2004).
When follow-up interviews were needed, they happened within one month after the initial
interview. I contacted participants by email when a follow-up interview was needed and for
member checking. Member checking is when “transcripts are typically reviewed by participants
who provided the information for accuracy” (Peoples, 2021, p. 70). Therefore, follow-up
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interviews took place when further clarification from the participant was needed to provide
member checking and establish trustworthiness in data collection (Peoples, 2021; Shenton,
2004). Participants were able to verify the transcripts from the interviews were accurate
representations of what they described in follow-up interviews. The questions for follow-up
interviews were created after analyzing the initial interviews and determining if further
clarification or new understandings were needed from participants.
Focus groups were used in this study. Mills and Gay (2016) note the usefulness of focus
groups in qualitative research as it can lead participants to form a common understanding from
their interactions with each other. As Creswell and Poth (2018) recommend for focus groups,
group norms need to be established, all participants should be encouraged to engage in the
discussion, and a safe space must be created for participants to be willing to share their
experiences and opinions. Group norms for the focus groups included that participants 1) can opt
to not answer a question and not participate in discussion at any point that they feel
uncomfortable in doing so, 2) will respect the opinions of others, 3) will strive to stay on topic as
much as possible, 4) will be reminded there are no right or wrong answers, 5) will speak one at a
time and, 6) will remain confidential. All participants verbally agreed to the group norms.
Peoples (2021) encourages the use of focus groups when a specific topic comes up during
interviews that needs more explanation and could be clarified through a group discussion.
Questions for focus groups were categorized according to the study’s research questions by using
the interview protocol (Appendix B). A semi-structured format was created for focus group
discussions, and this format sought to cover questions that came up during data analysis of
participant interviews and themes that needed further clarification and depth (Appendix C). The
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combination of data from interviews and focus groups helped to triangulate the data by using
multiple sources to ensure credibility of the data (Peoples, 2021; Shenton, 2004).
Roughly one to two months after the interviews and follow-up interviews, synchronous
focus groups took place utilizing the online tool of Zoom. In order to establish a synchronous
time for focus groups, emails were sent to participants’ public school email accounts asking for
availability during four different time slots. Then, focus groups were separated into two groups
based on availability, similar school setting, grade level, and experience of the participant.
Discussion in the focus groups allowed for further member checking by sharing the descriptions
from participant interviews with participants (Peoples, 2021; Shenton, 2004). This also provided
another opportunity for me to identify any potential bias I had developed and journaled those
reactions and responses (bracketed out) from the previous interviews to ensure confirmability
(Shenton, 2004).
Measures
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) suggest that a phenomenological interview is a method to
collect data that allows the meaning of the experience to be discovered from the participant.
Creswell and Poth (2018) also emphasize the use of interviews as a strong instrumentation
choice, but they also strongly encourage researchers to utilize other activities for collecting data
such as follow-up interviews and focus groups. Peoples (2021) recommends that
phenomenological interview questions emphasize the lived experiences of the participants; thus,
the interview’s questions were written in a way that allowed participants to describe their lived
experiences of beginning teacher mentoring. As Creswell and Poth (2018), Mills and Gay
(2016), and Peoples (2021) suggest, semi-structured interviews based on previously established
and open-ended interview questions allow participants to expand on their experiences in order to
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best reveal their perspectives. Creswell and Poth (2018) stress the necessity of aligning interview
questions with the research questions for the study. Therefore, I created interview questions
based on my research questions that investigated and inquired about the lived experiences of
beginning mathematics teachers who were mentored. All interview questions were matched with
a corresponding research question (Appendix B). As Peoples (2021) recommends, follow-up
interviews with participants occur if data needs to be more clearly explained and if there is a gap
in their described experiences. Mills and Gay (2016) suggest piloting the interview questions.
Therefore, a second-year mathematics teacher from outside the research area was sought out for
feedback on the interview questions prior to their use. The dissertation committee also provided
feedback on interview questions. Based on suggestions from the second year mathematics
teacher, two additional interview questions were added (Appendix A).
Focus groups were another data collection technique used that allowed for group
interactions while discussing their mentoring experiences (Peoples, 2021). Focus group questions
were designed following intial interviews and were aligned to research questions. Focus group
questions were chosen dependeng on information that needed further clarification, discussion,
and verification. By providing detailed descriptions of data from interviews and focus groups,
transferability and dependability was established (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Shenton, 2004). I was
the sole individual responsible for engagement in all data collection and analysis ensuring
confirmability in all findings.
Data Management
Creswell and Poth (2018) stress the importance of a clearly navigated management
system of data involving the storage of digital files, organization of these files, with a system that
has the capability to search for specific participants and information. All data were stored on my
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personal, password-protected device. Interviews and focus groups were saved on two devices, an
iPhone and iPad, using the audio/voice record application available for Apple software. Two
devices were used in case an issue would have occurred during the collection process, ensuring
that there was a backup available. Focus groups were recorded on Zoom, using the same devices
without video, as only the audio was necessary for transcriptions. Data were placed in a separate
folder within a larger folder labeled proposal data. Transcriptions were typed and stored along
with the audio file in participant’s own folder. All interview folders were labeled with the
participant’s pseudonym for security purposes. Focus groups were labeled by number with
pseudonyms of participants included. Once research was transcribed and I checked the
transcription for accuracy, I deleted all interview and focus group recordings.
During the interviews and focus groups, I memoed field notes to include any emotions,
body expressions, and other critical information that an audio transcription was unable to note.
When using Zoom for focus groups, all participants video shared their screen. Memoed field
notes were typed after each interview and stored within the corresponding folder. All interviews
and focus groups were transcribed using the online service Temi, at https://www.temi.com on my
personal computer. This online service has a speech to text transcription of 85% accuracy, and I
verified accuracy and corrected any errors found within the transcriptions.
Data Analysis
Creswell and Poth (2018) emphasize that phenomenological research not only describes
the lived experiences of the participants, but also seeks to interpret the meaning of those lived
experiences. Specifically, a hermeneutical phenomenological study was chosen as an approach
for this study. Peoples (2021) emphasizes analyzing data by using the hermeneutic circle, which
analyzes data in parts, compares that data, and continues this cycle as new data is gathered.
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Therefore, as data were collected, I implemented the hermeneutic circle process by journaling
any interpretations or biases that occurred after interviews (Peoples, 2021). The hermeneutic
circle process of comparing parts of the data to the whole and for clarification was used for
follow up interviews and focus groups (Peoples, 2021).
Data analysis begins at the time data is beginning to be collected (Mills & Gay, 2016).
First, as Peoples (2021) recommends, each transcription was read through in its entirety. Words
were taken out from the transcription that were not needed or not useful for the analysis (i.e., um,
so, etc.). After the transcription was reduced, I read through each transcription and labeled
important statements and patterns in the margins of the data (Mills & Gay, 2016). These labels
provided a reference for looking back in interview transcriptions to note important statements.
Next, as Creswell and Poth (2018) and Peoples (2021) suggest, all substantial and significant
statements from each transcription that related to a specific research question of the study were
listed. As Mills and Gay (2016) recommend, each significant statement was placed onto an index
card as data from the interviews were being analyzed. Each index card with a significant
statement from the interviews was coded according to patterns that began to emerge (Mills &
Gay, 2016). Merriam and Tisdell (2016) emphasize that “the task is to compare one unit of
information with the next, looking for recurring regularities in the data” (p. 203). I compared
each index card to the next, looking for commonalities in the significant statement data. Themes
were developed as patterns emerged from the coded data, and significant statements on index
cards were placed in piles according to each theme (Mills & Gay, 2016; Peoples, 2021). Each
index card was analyzed and revisited to ensure that it was properly placed in the correct theme.
These larger meaning units, themes, were analyzed to create an explanation of what was
experienced by the participant(s) and developed into a textural description of what beginning
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teachers experienced in mentoring (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Creswell and Poth (2018) suggest
that this textural description is necessary before further description and analysis can occur. It is
important to note that as data analysis occurred, two participants’ transcriptions had unclear
information from their initial interview that I wanted to ensure I had understood correctly. A
follow-up interview with those two participants occurred and they verified the missing
information and clarified new levels of understanding.
After the textural description was drafted, I referenced field notes and noted what
occurred during data collection and I reviewed the context and setting of the study to develop a
structural description of how the data were experienced (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The
hermeneutic circle was utilized by this continual review of data to develop situated narratives of
the participants’ experience with beginning teacher mentoring (Peoples, 2021). Coded index
cards categorized into themes were continually referenced with the research questions and
interview questions. As Peoples (2021) recommends, the following was used in analyzing data:
most = over half of participants expressed the theme during data collection and was consistently
represented by participants, many = roughly half of participants expressed this theme during data
collection, and some = less than half of participants mentioned the theme during data collection,
but it was still critical to include based on the relevancy to the research questions.
After analyzing data from the initial interviews and follow-up interviews, I determined
what new levels of understanding and further explanations needed to be addressed during the
focus groups. Once these gaps in understanding were established, focus groups addressed this
new level of questioning (Appendix C). During focus group discussions, I journaled field notes
of any observations and personal reactions to the discussion. Focus group discussions were
transcribed, and transcriptions were read through completely. Words were taken out of
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transcriptions that were not useful to the analysis. Common words and phrases were identified
while reading through focus group transcripts. Data were coded according to their
commonalities. No new patterns emerged. Coded commonalities from data were then placed into
a theme. Peoples (2012) and Creswell and Poth (2018) then suggest that the researcher reflects
on how the phenomenon was described and experienced by the participants. Therefore, I drafted
a structural description and organized experiences thematically according to the codes. Multiple
participant repetition of words and phrases that were coded led to four themes representing the
shared mentoring experiences. Data from focus groups overlapped and supported the data from
individual interviews which led to strengthening the original four themes. In other words, no new
themes emerged that were not described before. Throughout every stage of this analysis, as
suggested by Creswell and Poth (2018), I memoed my thoughts and ideas as they emerged
throughout the data. Following the hermeneutic circle process, after each individual piece of data
were analyzed, I compared it to the whole that was already analyzed to determine if a new theme
had emerged. This cycle continued after each individual interview and follow-up interview had
been conducted and was compared to other participants’ data after each analysis.
Once all interviews, follow-up interviews, and focus group interviews were transcribed,
memoed, and coded thematically, a general narrative of the essence of the phenomenon studied
was created. This composite description was a combination of the textural and structural
descriptions of data and described the shared experiences of participants. This general narrative
considered larger themes that “all or most of the participants” described in their mentoring
experiences (Peoples, 2021, p. 62). The general narrative informs the reader of both what was
experienced from the participant and how it was experienced (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
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Ethical Issues
Procedures were established to alleviate ethical concerns regarding this study. First, the
approval was submitted for the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. Approval
from principals in school districts was established before possible teachers were contacted via
email. Principals provided teacher emails of those in their school who fit the criteria of the study.
Teachers asked to participate in the study were notified of the purpose of the study, expectations
for participation, confidentiality, and how data were going to be used (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Following Creswell and Poth’s (2018) recommendations for addressing ethical issues in
qualitative research, I reminded the participants that their participation in the study was
voluntary, and confidentiality would be maintained with pseudonyms assigned to them. I also
asked participants if there were any specific cultural or personal beliefs that I needed to identify
and respect as they participated, and no participant had any request. Following Creswell and
Poth’s (2018) recommendations for addressing ethical issues in qualitative research, when data
were analyzed, I reported any findings that were opposing to other viewpoints. Lastly, data were
reported honestly, and an overall composite description was composed in order to keep
individual descriptions confidential (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Trustworthiness
Because I was personally conducting interviews and leading focus groups for this
qualitative study, subjectivity and bias in data collection and analysis were a concern. Creswell
and Poth (2018) and Shenton (2004) note the importance of establishing trustworthiness in
qualitative research to address concerns with bias and interpretation, the ability to generalize
results to a larger population, reproducibility, and whether the researcher actually measures what
was intended. Due to the awareness of these concerns, Creswell and Poth (2018) and Shenton
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(2004) argue that trustworthiness must be established by ensuring that data is credible,
transferable, dependable, and confirmable.
Credibility
Credibility, also known as internal validity, is the attempt made to establish confidence in
the data collection of the phenomenon (Shenton, 2004). Credibility ensures that information
gathered and presented is an accurate representation of the participants’ experience of the
phenomenon. Triangulation of data, member checking, peer review and feedback, and continual
reflection of the data as it is collected are some ways that credibility was established (Creswell &
Poth, 2018; Peoples, 2021; Shenton, 2004). In this study, credibility was supported by providing
multiple strategies and sources to give insight into data collected by the triangulation of data with
interviews, follow-up interviews, and focus groups. In this study, credibility was also supported
by giving participants the opportunity to validate that their experiences were represented
accurately by member checking. Lastly, in this study, credibility was supported by peer review
of the research from my advisor, Dr. Kristine Reed, and my dissertation committee composed of
Dr. Lisa Newland, Dr. David De Jong, and Dr. James Nold.
Transferability
Due to the nature of this phenomenological approach to the study, the number of
participants was limited due to the specific connection to the phenomena described.
Transferability references the application of the results of the study to other places, thus making
it a concern for this study due to the specific sample (Shenton, 2004). However, some argue that
to determine transferability in qualitative studies, extensive time in the environment and detailed
descriptions help to establish the position to transfer findings to other environments with a
similar study sample (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Peoples, 2021; Shenton, 2004). The results of
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this study are understood under the specific conditions of the participants described above. In
this study, transferability was supported by providing rich and detailed descriptions of the study
and each participant in the study. In this study, transferability was also supported with extensive
time and detailed descriptions of interviews and focus groups that occurred in data collection and
data analysis.
Dependability
Dependability is the validity in replicating this study under similar circumstances and
achieving similar results (Shenton, 2004). To establish dependability, Shenton (2004) stresses the
importance of a detailed research design plan with in-depth descriptions of data collection and
data analysis procedures. Dependability is also established by memoing and journaling
throughout data collection to note any possible bias that arises (Shenton, 2004). In this study,
dependability was supported by triangulation of data, memoing and journaling throughout data
collection to ensure researcher reflexivity, and by providing a detailed research design.
Confirmability
Shenton (2004) indicates that the researcher must initially identify any biases and
preconceived beliefs immediately and throughout the research to establish confirmability for
qualitative research. Keeping an audit trail along with reflective journaling also helps ensure
confirmability for the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Shenton, 2004). In this study,
confirmability was supported by providing a detailed audit trail of each step of this study and by
justifying the processes and procedures. In this study, confirmability was also supported by my
identification of any biases and preconceived beliefs before the study and throughout the study
for researcher reflexivity. Lastly, in this study, confirmability was supported by my engagement
in the data and the length of time spent in data collection.
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Summary
This chapter described the hermeneutical phenomenological procedures used in this study
and the justification for choosing this approach for the research. The approach was chosen to
understand the lived experiences of beginning secondary mathematics teachers who have been
mentored and remain in teaching. This chapter detailed the research questions, justification for
qualitative design, and the reflexivity and role of the researcher. This chapter also described in
detail the context of the study along with the participant selection, data collection, the interview
questions, management, and analysis of data, and how trustworthiness was established.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings
This phenomenological study examined the lived experiences of first through third year
secondary mathematics teachers who had been mentored and remained in teaching in
southeastern school districts of an upper Midwestern state. At the time of the study, the current
literature lacked research studies that identified effective techniques and strategies for mentoring
beginning teachers. Beginning teachers who were participating in a state-run mentoring program
that assigned them a formal mentor were the participants in this study. This study was designed
to describe the lived experiences of beginning secondary mathematics teachers who have been
mentored, using a qualitative, phenomenological framework by gathering data through
participant interviews and focus groups. The findings from this study provide a window into the
mentoring experiences of seven beginning mathematics teachers in an upper Midwestern state.
Chapter four highlights the findings from the data gathered from the interviews and focus groups
with beginning secondary mathematics teachers. Each beginning teacher participated in one
(approximately) 30-minute interview and five of the beginning teachers also participated in a 30minute focus group.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this phenomenological study:
1. How do beginning mathematics teachers describe their lived experiences of being
mentored?
2. What meaning do beginning secondary mathematics teachers ascribe to their
mentoring experiences?
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3. What mentoring experiences do beginning secondary mathematics teachers perceive
to be the most beneficial to their professional growth?
South Dakota Mentoring Program
According to the South Dakota Department of Education’s website, South Dakota created
a statewide mentoring program that school districts can implement for their beginning teachers in
2016. School districts can choose to participate in the mentoring program and must indicate a
plan for mentoring their beginning teachers (Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016). Flexibility is
given to school districts to choose how best to provide a mentor to their beginning teachers and
specific components of that plan. A beginning teacher who is in the mentoring program must
have 34 hours of mentoring during the school year, attendance at professional development
before the school year and during the summer and participate in a learning community with other
beginning teachers being mentored (Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016).
Participant Demographic Information
According to Creswell and Poth (2018) and Mills and Gay (2016), phenomenology
requires a criterion-based sampling strategy by selecting participants that meet a required criteria
for the phenomenon being studied. Criteria for this phenomenological study required participants
to be in their first three years of teaching secondary mathematics, and they had to either currently
be assigned a formal mentor or have been mentored within the last 12 months. All seven
participants were high school mathematics teachers and all seven were affected by the
phenomenon of having a formal mentor assigned to them during their beginning year/s of
teaching. The seven participants’ teaching experience ranged from one to three years. Six of the
seven were currently being mentored and one reflected on their mentoring experience from the
previous school year. Five of the participants were female and two were male. Two different
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school districts and five different high schools were represented by the data that is included in
this study. Shenton (2004) suggests establishing the possibility of transferability by providing
information and context on the characteristics of the participants in the study. Table 1 displays an
approximate student population for each high school that was included in the study.
Table 1
Participant Demographic Data
Name (Pseudonym)

Age Range

School Student
Population
Marcus
20-30
1400
Kim
20-30
1800
Abby
20-30
2000
Callie
20-30
1400
Noah
20-30
1900
Megan
30-40
1800
Laura
20-30
1900
Table 1 displays the demographic data for the participants in the study.

Years in Education
1
1
1
2
1
2.5
3

All seven participants were interviewed by me using the semi-structured approach, with
the questions that can be found in Appendix A. One interview was done in person and the other
six interviews were held over Zoom. According to Creswell and Poth (2018), triangulation of
data provides rich description and dependable data analysis. Thus, follow-up interviews were
conducted with two of the participants to further clarify data collected during their initial
interview. To further provide triangulation of data, two focus groups were held over Zoom and
five of the participants were able to attend. Two participants were in one focus group and three
were in the second focus group. Focus group etiquette was established prior to both focus groups
by ensuring confidentiality among the participants in each group and providing the option to not
video share. All participants in both focus groups opted to video share their screens with the
entire group so both audio and video were used during discussion. Both focus group meetings
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were facilitated by me using the semi-structured approach, with the questions that may be found
in Appendix C.
After each individual interview, recordings were transcribed using the online service
Temi, then read through and verified for accuracy by me. According to Creswell and Poth (2018)
and Shenton (2004), requesting feedback from the participant from the data collected is a
standard of validation and trustworthiness for a qualitative study. Transcripts were emailed to
participants individually to verify the accuracy and allow for member checking. Two participants
were sent requests for follow-up interviews. As data were transcribed, these two participants had
responses that needed further clarification from their initial interviews. These two participants
were provided opportunities to clarify data by looking through the transcript and agreeing to a
follow-up interview. My email suggested a follow-up interview if they thought that data could be
further clarified, and they agreed to do a follow-up interview. All transcripts for individual and
follow-up interviews were emailed to participants for member checking allowing for participant
feedback prior to data analysis. Focus group transcripts were emailed to participants for member
checking as well. Member checking is when participants review transcripts to verify accuracy in
their responses (Peoples, 2021).
According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016), bracketing out my personal experiences related
to the study was critical during data analysis. Thus, all my personal reactions and reflections
from interviews and focus groups were recorded in a journal throughout all interviews and focus
groups. Field notes were also recorded in a private journal to keep data compiled and organized.
This journal was kept secure by staying at my personal, private location in a locked desk drawer.
Shenton (2004) suggests keeping an audit trail of all proceedings to help verify confirmability of
findings from data collection, thus I kept an audit trail of my proceedings during data collection.
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Once all transcripts from individual interviews, follow-up interviews, and focus groups were
verified, I utilized the hermeneutic circle for data analysis. Peoples (2021) explains the
hermeneutic circle as a “constant revision” of data collected to further grasp the essence of the
data collected (p. 33). Therefore, I utilized the hermeneutic circle by continually comparing the
participants’ individual responses to the big picture to create a thematic narrative of the data.
This analysis led to the articulation of four themes that emerged from the data.
Each of the seven participants were then requested via email to review the themes that
emerged. Four of the participants replied with confirmation that the themes and findings
provided an accurate representation of what they described for their lived experiences of
mentoring. Three of the participants affirmed that the findings were accurate and suggested that
they wanted to read the entirety of the study when it was completed. This member-checking
ensured that critical data collected was not left out of the data analysis, which ensures validity
and dependability for the study (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Individual Participant Profiles
Characteristics and school demographic information is provided for each participant
below.
Marcus
Marcus was in his first year of teaching secondary mathematics. After graduating college
and prior to teaching, Marcus worked outside of the education field for multiple years before
deciding to use his education degree in the classroom. The school he worked at had
approximately 1400 students. Marcus had an assigned mentor that was the district’s mathematics
instructional coach. Marcus held his initial interview in person and was unable to attend the
focus group.
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Kim
Soon after graduating college, Kim received a teaching job and was in her first year of
teaching secondary mathematics at the time of the study. The school she worked at had
approximately 1800 students. Kim had an assigned mentor that was the district’s mathematics
instructional coach. Kim held her individual interview over Zoom and participated in a focus
group.
Abby
Abby started teaching right after graduating college and was in her first year of teaching
secondary mathematics. Her school had a population of roughly 2000 students. Abby had an
assigned mentor from the district, and it was the district’s mathematics instructional coach. Abby
held her individual interview over Zoom and participated in a focus group meeting.
Callie
After graduating college in the spring, Callie started teaching the following fall. Callie
was in her second year of teaching secondary mathematics in the district and was at the time of
the study, teaching at a school with an approximate population of 1400 students. Callie’s mentor
was the district’s mathematics instructional coach. Callie held her individual interview over
Zoom and participated in a focus group meeting.
Noah
Noah was in his first year of teaching secondary mathematics at the time of the study.
After graduating college, Noah entered the classroom to teach. Noah taught at a school with a
student population of roughly 1900 students. Noah’s mentor was the mathematics instructional
coach for the district. Noah held his individual interview over Zoom and participated in a focus
group meeting.
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Megan
Megan taught two and a half years of secondary mathematics. After graduating college,
Megan worked in an occupation outside of education for about 9 years. Megan began substitute
teaching and decided to pursue education from there. She was hired in the middle of the year
after she had subbed long-term at the school where she was working at the time of the study.
Megan taught at a school with a student population of approximately 1800 students. Megan’s
mentor was the instructional coach for the district and Megan also taught an engineering class
along with the mathematics classes. Megan held her individual interview over Zoom and
participated in a focus group meeting.
Laura
Laura was in her third year of teaching. After graduating college, she worked in two other
schools before teaching mathematics at the school she was at during the time of the study. She
taught mathematics at a school with a student population of roughly 1900 students. Laura’s
mentor was the mathematics instructional coach for the district. Laura held her individual
interview over Zoom but was unable to participate in a focus group meeting.
Findings
The four themes that emerged from the data are varied types of support, informal
supports from colleagues, observations and feedback, and unclear expectations. According to the
data analysis, support, informal mentorship, observations and feedback, and unclear expectations
are all portions of the participants’ experiences in their mentoring relationship. Figure 1 displays
these four themes.
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Figure 1
Four Themes of Mentoring

Varied Types of Support

Informal Supports from Colleagues

Personal, Instructional, Collegial, Classroom
Management

First through third year secondary
mathematics teachers’ experiences
of mentoring

Observations and Feedback

Unclear Expectations

Varied Types of Support
Varied types of support from their mentor were mentioned by all seven participants in
both the individual interviews and focus group meetings. All seven participants identified that
they felt personally supported as a person in life and not just as a teacher by their mentor. Laura
said that her mentor was a listening ear in her relationships with other staff members within the
school. In her individual interview, Laura said, “teaching can have very high highs and very low
lows so having someone in your corner who is rooting for you and really wants to see you
succeed and help you try new things is supportive.” Similarly, in his individual interview, Noah
shared that it is nice to have another adult that he can “vent to” and “spill my guts to” to feel
supported and not judged. Kim shared a similar opinion on general support from her mentor and
shared that it is nice to have “get things off my chest and to listen to me and feel supported.” In
her individual interview, Kim specifically mentioned feeling “overwhelmed” and that she was
“drowning” a lot during her first year. Kim reached out to her mentor for support with those
feelings and has felt positively supported and encouraged by her mentor in these conversations.
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In her follow-up interview, Kim described her mentor support in her experience as “someone she
can learn from in many ways.” Not only did Marcus also feel personally supported by his
mentor, but he appreciated that administration in his district took the time to assign him a mentor
who he could go to find the necessary resources to teach his classes. While Marcus said that he
was aware that he could go to his mentor for any support personally or someone to listen, he said
he usually did not reach out to his mentor for that support as much as the teaching and classroom
support. When asked why, Marcus said he would go to his family members to talk more about
those personal things but knew that his mentor was available to listen. Like Marcus, Abby said
that she typically reached out for support from her mentor related more to her classroom, but she
appreciates the times when she has reached out to her mentor and had a person to listen to her
and “calm my nerves.” Kim and Noah also experienced this personal support from their mentor
and appreciated the encouragement and the opportunity to have their mentor be a listening ear.
Kim particularly appreciated her mentor’s perspective as they talked through plans and goals.
Kim described her mentor as “way more helpful and more supportive than I expected.” Noah
also expressed his gratitude for his mentor’s support, indicating that without this encouragement
and support, he would be much more stressed.
When considering personal support, it is necessary to note the change in one participant’s
mentoring experience from their first year to the next year. In her individual interview, Callie
said that her first year of being mentored in the district was a negative experience and she did not
feel supported in that relationship. Callie said that she wished she would have had that “built in
best friend” as a mentor the first year. At the time of the study, Callie was in the same district
and had been assigned a new mentor who she described as “available” and “more transparent”.
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Callie said that her mentor at the time of the study communicated more frequently through email
and text which led to her feeling supported.
Instructional Support. All participants spoke about the personal support they received
from their mentor while five participants shared that their mentor provided instructional support
in their curriculum-related questions and technology issues. Callie and Abby both mentioned that
they have asked their mentor for questions regarding online technology concerns and testing
environments and received “quick responses” from their mentors. In her individual interview,
Megan specifically detailed her struggle with transitioning from teaching in a customized
learning classroom to a traditional classroom. Megan said that she brought her concern and
struggle to her mentor for suggestions on how best to teach the curriculum. Her mentor gave her
a variety of suggestions for differentiation and pedagogy that she had never thought of before.
Megan also began teaching with a variety of questions about state standards that were included
in some subject areas and the reasoning for why those standards were required for all students.
Megan found that her mentor was helpful in those conversations. Abby had a similar question
about state standards and mentioned in the focus group discussion that she had reached out to her
mentor for those curricula and pacing guide questions. However, it is important to note that
Abby said that she would have reached out to an instructional coach for her questions regarding
“the pacing guide and weird curriculum issues” regardless of if her mentor was the instructional
coach. Callie had a similar perspective on the mentoring experience and mentioned that “it is
hard to differentiate the role of a mentor versus the role of their job as an instructional coach
because I would go to an instructional coach for these technology questions even if they weren’t
my mentor.” Thus, while Callie reached out to her mentor for technology support for online
textbooks and applications, both Callie and Abby mentioned that the understanding of what a
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mentor is and should be, is hard to separate from what the role of an instructional coach is for
this type of support.
Instructional and curriculum-related support also rang through in interviews with the
other participants. Kim reached out to her mentor for similar support with curriculum and
standards for a class that she was the only teacher in her school for that subject. In her individual
interview Kim stated,
Prior to a few weeks ago, I hadn’t reached out to my mentor much because I knew she
hasn’t taught this class, but then she found out how overwhelmed I was, and (she) has
been supportive in discussing my questions on the curriculum whenever I reach out.
However, Kim did mention that her mentor had also given her a few suggestions about geometry
content after observations in her classroom. Kim indicated that she felt supported in those
conversations when her mentor offered suggestions as to how she taught the class during the
previous years. In a different mathematics course, Laura also indicated that her mentor provided
support regarding curriculum-related questions and issues. Laura articulated that her mentor
provided support with her questions regarding appropriate, correct language, and vocabulary that
she had regarding her Algebra II class. Laura said that this support was helpful to “bounce ideas
off her” and to “adjust if I need to.” Similarly, Noah mentioned in his individual interview that
his mentor had provided support with teaching specific concepts and vocabulary in his Geometry
classroom. Noah’s mentor had experience teaching the same class. Noah said that he was more
prone to go to his mentor for “pedagogy questions and support” than his colleagues because his
mentor had experience teaching the content.
It is important to note that Callie’s reflection on her mentor from the last year. This
mentor quit halfway through the year and Callie did feel that she experienced much instructional
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support from her mentor. Callie said, “I didn’t feel any real value towards my mentor last year”
and that her instructional support only happened about three times and even then, her mentor did
not offer any instructional support because they rarely met or had any kind of relationship. It is
also important to note that even though participants felt instructionally supported in some
classes, there were subjects that their mentor had never taught before, which led to their source
of support to be found elsewhere. In the focus group discussion, Megan mentioned that she
received support for differentiation strategies in her math classroom, her mentor had never taught
math. Megan indicated that “I would not reach out to my mentor for any content specific support
because she has not taught it before.” Four of the participants shared this perspective as they
described that their questions about specific content tend to go to informal mentors rather than
the assigned mentor.
Collegial Support. Along with personal and instructional support being a part of their
mentoring experience, participants agreed that mentors offered collegial support. Four of the
participants mentioned that their mentor had supported them in their interactions with colleagues
and other teaching professionals. In her individual interview, Laura said, “my mentor bounced
ideas around with me to be vocal in my collaboration as a first-year teacher and how to navigate
being young in the profession with my colleagues.” Abby had similar thoughts regarding the
support from her mentor in the struggle as a beginning teacher. When considering why she felt
supported, Abby said, “it feels like it is a great source to have my opinion heard because, as a
first-year teacher, it can be hard to get your opinion heard and have your ideas taken seriously
among colleagues.” Megan’s experience is similar in her collegial support from her mentor.
Whenever she had concerns with another colleague and needed someone whom she could trust,
Megan mentioned that her mentor was a listening support when she wanted to “bounce ideas
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off” of someone. An example of this was when Megan felt supported in being vocal to suggest
curriculum changes to her veteran colleagues. Megan reached out to her mentor for “support”
and “advice” on how to move forward with those conversations in a positive way. Megan
explained that her mentoring experience turned into a friendship because of the support and trust
that she received from her mentor in her beginning years. Megan described her mentor as having
“a great personality that made you very comfortable around her and trusting of her.” Lastly, in
terms of collegial support, even though Callie indicated that her mentor did not come to observe
her during the year, Callie had reached out to her mentor for support. Callie said,
One benefit of not having your mentor in the same building teaching as you is that I can
talk through some hiccups and pains and doesn’t already have an opinion about those
things. My mentor is someone I can talk to about it all and know that nobody who I work
with will know about my concerns, which is a trusting relationship.
Considering that collegial support was mentioned by four of the participants, it was also shared
that relationships with colleagues as a young professional, is a concern and struggle for these
beginning mathematics teachers.
Classroom Management Support. Lastly, a type of support that six of the seven
participants said they had received from their mentor was support in their classroom
management. Callie was the only participant who did not mention receiving support in her
classroom management due to not having her mentor come and observe her during the year. In
his individual interview, Noah identified support from his mentor with “wait time in the
classroom” and implementing “Kagan strategies within the lesson.” In terms of specific
management support, Noah indicated that “my mentor has given me ideas on what works well
for instruction instead of just talking the whole time and losing kids’ interest.” Classroom
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management support was also mentioned by Laura in her individual interview. Laura said her
mentor supported her classroom management concerns with “Kagan strategies for engagement”
in her classroom. Laura explained in detail a time when she reached out to her mentor for
engagement and management support regarding a specific student in her class who would not
participate. Laura indicated that the support and ideas that her mentor gave her were encouraging
and helped engage the student who was unwilling to participate. While Kim did not share an
example as specific as Laura’s, Kim mentioned that her mentor supported her to “try things that
are out of my comfort zone” by implementing “Kagan strategies” for group work and classroom
management. Kim said that without her mentor encouraging her to implement structured group
work, she most likely would not have tried this early in her first year of teaching and was
impressed with how well the group work helped her management in the classroom. Classroom
management support also came up in Megan’s mentoring experience. Megan also indicated that
her mentor had “great insight and suggestions into non-content specific questions regarding
classroom structures” that were helpful and supportive to her needs. Marcus had similar thoughts
and specifically mentioned his appreciation for an “extra set of eyes in the classroom” when his
mentor observed his teaching and the support and feedback provided by the mentor about his
classroom management he received. Marcus also said that the “accountability” of having a
mentor kept him aware of “why I am doing what I am doing a certain way and helps to combat
any kind of mindless teaching.” In the focus group discussion, Abby appreciated her mentor’s
support in helping her to feel that “things that are happening in my room as a first-year teacher
are normal compared to other first year teachers.” Noah agreed with this statement and shared an
example of how his conversation with his mentor made him feel supported in “the craziness of
my last class of the day being a normal management issue that other beginning teachers
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experience.” Abby and Noah both indicated that these conversations made them feel supported
by their mentor in their classroom management. Contrary to the support mentioned previously
that Abby experienced, it is important to note that in her individual interview, Abby indicated
that she “has gotten a couple ideas of different ways to get students engaged in the classroom,
but overall, it hasn’t been as much as she would like to have received.”
Lack of Availability for Support
While support was experienced by all seven participants, there were limits to the support
offered by mentors due to the physical location of the mentors in a different building within the
school district. All participants had mentors who were instructional coaches in their respective
districts who were not located in the same building as their mentee. Six of the seven participants
mentioned the lack of accessibility throughout their individual interviews and focus groups as a
challenge with the mentoring relationship. Megan was the only participant who did not mention
her mentor’s accessibility in a negative light. It is important to note that the six participants who
described the accessibility of their mentor mentioned that their mentor communicates and was
accessible through email very frequently. Callie and Megan both said that they reached out to
their mentor more than their mentor reached out to them, but that they felt supported whenever
they reached out for help and assistance via email. Laura and Abby said that they had reached
out via email and their mentor had stopped by within a couple of days when it fit her schedule.
Similarly, Noah and Marcus both indicated that most of their support came through feedback via
email that occurred within a few days. Callie even mentioned that her mentor gave her a phone
number to use to contact her, which Callie said she has taken advantage of a handful of times
when she had a technology problem in her classroom and needed immediate assistance.
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All participants recognized that their mentor is accessible through email, but five of the
participants mentioned the in-building inaccessibility as not an optimal condition for mentoring.
In her individual interview and the focus group, Callie mentioned that while she used email and
her phone to contact her mentor about technology and online platform issues, she struggled with
knowing if this communication was what a mentor is responsible for or that it just so happens
that her mentor is also her instructional coach. Marcus and Noah both mentioned having
questions reserved for whenever they saw their mentor, but both participants shared how
sometimes those questions needed immediate answers and their mentor was unavailable. Kim
also mentioned that there were times where she would not reach out to her mentor because she
needed to know an answer “right then and there”. Laura had similar thoughts and mentioned that
if she could not “catch her mentor in the office while she is there”, it could be hard to reach out
to her for questions or issues.
In her individual interview, Abby reflected on what she was experiencing for
accessibility in her mentoring relationship and shared that it “is weird to hear from others about
the difference of having an in-building mentor, where I do not have someone around.” Abby,
Callie, and Kim knew other districts have mentors in the same building as their assigned
mentees. This conversation came up during the individual interviews and focus groups. Callie
had similar thoughts in her individual interview and expressed concern with not having her
mentor in the same building full time. When asked what her experience was like being mentored,
Callie said,
It would be really helpful if my mentor was in building. I learned from other districts that
their mentors were in building and had at least one job alike, and those teachers
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mentioned how beneficial it was. There was a disconnect between my mentor and me last
year because they were never available since they were the instructional coach.
When asked how she would like it to look differently with them in building, Callie said,
Having a set time where you meet every week or something like that would be nice
instead of just trying to find a time where it fits in my mentor’s schedule, since she has
other people to mentor throughout the district and another job of instructional coach to do
as well.
When asked what the benefit would be of having her mentor in the building, Callie had similar
thoughts in that she felt like she missed out on experiences where someone “has her back” and is
her “built in best friend” at work who she could not only learn from as a teacher, but also go to
with questions. It is important to detail a conversation that took up a lot of time during the focus
group regarding the lack of accessibility, which in turn led to relying on informal mentors for
two of the beginning teachers in the study. When discussing the impact that their colleagues had
on their year of teaching, upon several occasions, Callie and Abby discussed the effective
structure of having teachers in the same school and who teach the same subject serve as mentors.
Callie mentioned how grading is a challenge for a beginning teacher, so having a similar class
that they teach in the same building and walking alongside of you showing you how they grade
student work would have been a huge help for her. Abby also mentioned that since her mentor
had never taught some of the same classes, she needs someone to lean on for questions on
teaching strategies that deliver content in a quality way.
While all seven participants recognize the need for and value of support from their
mentor, all participants mentioned that there were some things in their teaching experiences so
far, that were beyond ability of the mentor to control or provide support. All seven participants
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mentioned that the diverse mathematical needs of students in their classroom was a concern and
stressed that was not necessarily an issue that a mentor could fix. In their focus group discussion,
Kim and Megan shared their concerns with students who were failing and lacked complete
motivation in all areas of school. Kim and Megan emphasized that with those students with
whom “you try everything, and it still sometimes doesn’t motivate them”, the mentor does not
have control over those situations. In her focus group, Abby shared the need for a variety of
diverse language supports in one of her classes. Three of the participants also mentioned the
incorrect placement of students in classes that are too advanced for their mathematical abilities.
These are examples of circumstances described by beginning teachers that are stressful for them
but that their mentors cannot solve. Their mentors can and do listen to them and provide
emotional support for the beginning teacher about these kinds of circumstances. While these
seven participants recognized the support from their mentor in the above ways, there was a
recognition that there are some circumstances that are beyond the control of the beginning
teacher and the support of their mentor.
Informal Supports from Colleagues
Participants identified that their mentoring experience had been challenged because their
mentors were not located in the same building full time. In turn, all seven participants mentioned
that the inaccessibility caused them to reach out for informal supports from colleagues. In his
individual interview, Marcus mentioned the availability of his mentor via email but stated that “if
I have questions that impact my day-to-day teaching, there are many other informal mentors who
I am going to go to with those questions before I go to my actual mentor.” When asked why he
would choose to go to colleagues, Marcus said,
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I would ask my same content area teachers or my department chair because they are in
the building all the time. I am someone who likes to communicate face-to-face (about
professional challenges) and appreciates that communication because it is a more
efficient way for me to gather ideas and information than sending an email.
Similarly, in his individual interview, Noah mentioned that some questions he doesn’t go to his
mentor for because “she does not teach at my school, and she may not know the information.”
Sometimes the beginning teachers reach out for informal support from their colleagues because
those colleagues are more familiar with the policies and resources in their particular school. Kim
also shared about not emailing her mentor questions because “my mentor hasn’t taught the class
before” and said, “I am usually planning things last minute as a first-year teacher, so I just walk
down the hall to whoever is here immediately.” Kim said that is why she reaches out more to
colleagues who she considers “informal mentors” more than her assigned mentor. Likewise, in
her individual interview, Laura said that before she would reach out to her mentor, she was more
likely to reach out to her colleagues who taught the same subject because of “convenience” and
being able to “walk down the hall” first.
Abby also said that she reaches out to her colleagues a lot more than her mentor for
assistance since they are in the building. Abby said,
Sometimes I feel like it adds extra work to their (colleagues) plate, but it is nice to have
someone who is around to ask. If I have a question about something, it is nice to not have
to send an email and then wait for a response, so then I guess it falls more on my
colleagues around me than my mentor with questions.
Abby said that the ease of communicating face to face with those colleagues was very helpful.
However, Abby had to reach out to her mentor more than her colleagues because no one had
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experience teaching the course. Abby said, “I would ask my mentor more questions about this
class because she may have more information about how other schools are doing it, even thought
my mentor has not taught it.” Callie had similar thoughts and addressed her hope for having a
mentor located in her building permanently, so that she could have them there for any question.
Callie also described her fellow teachers as informal mentors, even “without that official mentor
role.” Therefore, Callie said that she often would not even reach out to her mentor at all and
would just go to one of her colleagues to get the issues and questions resolved faster. Callie said
that she felt like she placed a larger burden on her coworkers for support when she needed
assistance in teaching. Callie said, “teachers are always thought of as selfless in helping people
and I feel like we are taking advantage of them more by giving the role of mentor to someone
else who can’t do it as well as they could in building.”
Megan mentioned that she doesn’t necessarily go to her mentor for a lot of content
specific questions because she had never taught mathematics, thus Megan would reach out to her
colleagues on her team as informal mentors to collaborate. During their focus group, Abby said
that education values quick and effective feedback, so not having your mentor in the building
does not allow for that feedback to happen as often and as efficiently as it could. Noah agreed
with this statement and mentioned that in his mentoring experience, he has created lists of
questions for his mentor when she stops by. However, when something comes up, he could not
ever guarantee that it could be answered right away. Abby and Callie both suggested that having
their mentor in the same school building would produce more informal conversations and
interactions and foster a deeper relationship for the mentoring experiences. Callie said, “if they
were in the building, they could walk alongside of you instead of just being there to support
occasionally, but not really being present with you.”
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Observations and Feedback
Observations from their mentor was a component of mentoring that was mentioned by all
seven participants in both the individual interviews and the focus groups. Observations were
defined by participants as their formal mentor either dropping in or setting up a scheduled time to
observe their teaching. All participants indicated that they were also able to reach out to their
mentor and request an observation. Participant data showed that observations from their mentor
ranged in frequency from a consistent weekly observation from their mentor to sporadic
observations. Some participants said that their observations have only happened two times the
entire year so far. In his interview, Marcus said,
I have been observed frequently, which I appreciate having extra eyes in the classroom
and having that measure of accountability. It helps me in knowing that I’m not on an
island, that I am not just in my classroom and it’s just me sink or swim.
When asked about her experience being mentored, Kim was quick to mention observations as a
valuable component of the program. Kim said
I feel like I’ve been observed more than I expected to be which I’m glad for because I
always appreciate that…even those times where I have been observed and I did not think
it went well, the interaction with my mentor has still been positive.
While all participants have indicated that they have been observed and that it was a positive part
of their mentoring experience. Three of the participants, Laura, Abby, and Callie, all had slightly
different perspectives on their observations from their mentor. Abby indicated that her mentor
would come if she requested her to, but it was not as consistent as she would like. In the focus
group setting about two months after the individual interviews, Abby said that “I saw her at the
beginning of the year more, but I haven’t seen my mentor in a while now.” Laura and Callie
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were both not in their first year of teaching, so both mentioned that they rarely had been
observed from their mentor the year. Even if there had not been as many observations, Laura
suggested that “I am okay with less observations because I am one to reach out if I really don’t
know what to do and who to go to.” On the other hand, Callie reflected on her mentoring
experience during her first year of teaching. She did not view those observations as a positive
experience. It is important to note that Callie’s mentor quit her position in the school district in
the middle of her first year. During the time of the study, Callie has a new mentor in the district
and indicated in her individual interview that her mentor had stopped a couple of times towards
the end of class but had not formally observed her at the time of the interview. In the focus
group, Callie reflected more on observations with other participants and Callie said,
My mentor has been in my classroom twice this year when I was teaching but it was
more because I had questions relating to my new preps and technology. It kind of stinks
because I would like to be observed and it would be nice to have someone who is able to
come in and help me work on things with my teaching.
Callie did not associate an impactful relationship with observations from her first year of
mentoring in the district. Even with a new mentor this year, she has rarely experienced an
observation but wishes she would be observed more. Regardless of the frequency of
observations they experienced, six of the participants associated observations with a positive
component of their mentoring experience. Many of the participants indicated that they would like
this to happen even more frequently.
In her individual interview, Megan reflected on her mentoring experience from the
previous year and used the words “phenomenal” and “most helpful” to describe her response to
the consistent, weekly observations she experienced. Noah used similar words when describing
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the value of the observations he experienced from his mentor. Noah said, “I like having someone
in my classroom, giving me feedback and telling me what I can improve on. As long as it is kept
positive, it encourages me to keep improving, to keep getting better.”
All participants spoke highly on the availability and presence of feedback from their
mentor after their observations as a critical component they found valuable in the mentoring
relationship. Callie, the participant who had little positive observation experiences, had not
experienced much with feedback, but indicated that her desire to be observed is for the
opportunity “to receive constructive criticism and feedback.” Most of the participants stated that
they received feedback after observations, but sometimes there have been observations where
there has been no feedback from their mentor. Six of the participants mentioned in their
individual interviews that they assumed if they do not receive feedback, it was because their
mentor was busy traveling between schools to see other mentees. Six of the participants had
received feedback from their mentor after their observations during their planning period. All
participants mentioned that they also received feedback in the form of an email following an
observation if they were unable to meet in person. Apart from Megan, participants reported that
there had been a few times that she did not receive feedback from her mentor after an
observation.
Upon being asked to describe the helpfulness of the feedback, many of the participants
suggested that while being observed, their mentor noticed things that they may not have always
been able to see in their classroom. Megan explained how her mentor had a structure to their
conversations about observations that was valuable to her, stating “we met every other week and
she had specific talking subjects for our conversation, and she would take notes on what we
discussed and then follow up to see if I had applied what we had talked about.” In her individual
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interview, Kim emphasized that her mentor always gave her feedback to “try this out and see if it
works for you”, which Kim appreciated “being stretched out of her comfort zone.” Laura valued
the feedback she received immediately after her observations because “if I teach the same class
later on in the day after being observed, I can adjust whatever I need based on the feedback I
receive.”
Abby indicated that she received feedback from her mentor but when asked if it was
affecting her overall teaching, Abby said,
It is helpful in a way, but I haven’t felt like it has been super impactful. It hasn’t been
negative in any way, the feedback has been positive, but I wouldn’t say it has been a life
changing experience by any means…maybe that is because my mentor has never taught
the courses that I am teaching, or if she did, she taught them a long time ago, so there is
less of a connection to the courses I’m teaching.
Abby received feedback but did not find it as meaningful because the feedback was not
specifically tied to the material that she was teaching but instead was more generalized feedback.
Marcus has also had a mixed experience with the feedback he has received from his mentor.
Marcus indicated that many of the times, his feedback has come in an email from his mentor,
which he said he understood because his mentor travels between schools. Marcus reported that
there have been some topics in the feedback that would be better discussed in person. When
asked about his response to the feedback, Marcus said,
Sometimes it feels like I am just being observed again so that we can check a box that
I’ve been observed and not so that I can become a better teacher. I know that there are
things I can improve on and want to and just hope for that opportunity to receive
feedback on my teaching in a more formal setting.
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When Marcus had the chance to meet with his mentor for feedback after an observation, he
indicated that those conversations in person feel very focused on improving something in the
classroom and the lesson that was observed. Marcus finds those valuable and compared to his
previous mentoring relationships when he was working in the business world. He now values the
“goal-oriented focus” in education rather than the “wishy-washy check in of how you’re doing”
because he finds this feedback more productive for the goals of being a successful teacher.
All participants received feedback but not necessarily in the same way or with the same
frequency. All participants reported that their feedback following their observations is one thing
they are looking for in the mentoring relationship and mentoring program.
Unclear Expectations
All seven participants articulated that the expectations for their mentoring program were
unclear. All participants suggested that some of these unclear expectations did not fall on the
mentor’s responsibility, but on the mentoring program by the state. Marcus described his feelings
on the mentoring expectations as a “mixed bag” and described his experience with “mixed
messaging” that would happen within mentoring. Marcus described those experiences as
I was not aware that there was an option to participate for credit through the college. I
still don’t know if it is or not, but I later came to find out that the webinar was mandatory
for all of us, which was told to us with fairly late notice. There was a meeting at the
district office one afternoon where we were notified only a day or two before and I was
unable to attend but was assigned make up work because I was unable to make the
meeting.
When Marcus was further asked about the unclear expectations and requirements, he responded
by describing the effect it had on his view of the mentoring goals. Marcus described his
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experience “more like checking a box than it does equipping us for success.” Marcus said that
these expectations can at times feel like “busy work” and he has questioned the intentionality in
the planning of these requirements overall. Similarly, Noah described the program expectations
as “wishy washy” and that the structured requirements set up by the state were unclear. Noah
specifically said,
It is confusing what is expected of us and what is not. I know it is like drinking from a
fire hose of information your first year, but I am unclear on the requirements. My mentor
has been killing it, but I am not always aware of what I need to do.
Along with Marcus and Noah, Kim had similar thoughts and iterated that she “does not know
what the expectations are of me.” Like Noah, Kim stated that her mentor communicated well
with her, but the program expectations and “extra requirements” are not always made known to
her. Kim suggested that she never received any “overview of the expectations” and “finds out
information when it is happening or only a few days before.” One example of a requirement that
six out of the seven participants mentioned they were never made aware of was a book they were
supposed to be reading throughout the first year of the mentoring program. They were not told
about the book until November.
Along with unclear expectations, all participants described at least one requirement of
their mentoring program that they did not find worthwhile. Six of the seven participants
mentioned the webinars that they are required to attend were not a valuable experience. Laura
said that the webinars that she attended, whether online or in person, “have not always been the
most helpful.” Four of the participants also voiced strong, negative feelings toward the webinars
they were required to attend but that they found were not enriching or valuable to their teaching
and needs. Another program requirement was the expectation to read through an educational
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book with their mentor. During their focus group, all three participants described their lack of
knowledge throughout the semester about the book they were required to read and then they
proceeded to describe their negative and unmeaningful experiences with the book now that they
know they were required to read one.
There are some program requirements that participants suggested should be considered
for change. In her individual interview, Callie described her experience with the seminar that is
required in the summer for the mentoring program as “not super helpful. It felt like it was more
geared towards elementary education.” No other participants who would have had the option of
attending the seminar mentioned that they attended the seminar in the summer. All seven
participants knew that there were a number of hours that their mentor was required to meet with
them, but they were unsure of what specifically counted for their hours and what all contributed
to them. Marcus described his experience as sometimes feeling like it was just “checking off a
box” and suggested adding value to each requirement so that mentors could communicate it’s
worth to their mentee. Kim had similar thoughts and suggested that it would be helpful if there
was a large overview given to each beginning teacher so that they weren’t caught off guard with
sudden seminars or webinars, and so that they would know the meaning behind each piece of the
program.
Participants were asked to give suggestions for mentoring programs during the focus groups. In
terms of expectations, six of the seven participants suggested that the program have more clear
requirements and a specific plan made known to all mentees. Kim and Marcus specifically stated
that the program could communicate better expectations throughout the first months, because the
beginning of their first year they received an influx of information all at once. Megan continued
to detail that it would be helpful to know the difference between being in the mentoring program
for graduate credit and not for graduate credit, as that difference may help her understand more
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of the reasoning behind some of the requirements. Noah, Callie, and Abby also suggested that
the webinars they had to attend should be changed in their format and requirements as they were
not necessarily helpful or beneficial for their growth. Noah, Callie, and Abby also mentioned the
webinars in their individual interviews as suggested changes for the mentoring program
requirements. Noah, Callie, and Abby continued the discussion about changing the requirements
for their mentor to not only be located directly in their building full time, but that they be a
teacher teaching the same content as their mentee. Six of the participants, either during their
individual interview or during the focus group, suggested that having their mentor located in the
same building as a current mathematics teacher, would be a beneficial change to the state
mentoring program. Table 2 displays the intersection between the themes that emerged from the
data and the research questions.
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Table 2
Intersection Between Themes and Research Questions
Varied Types of
Research
Informal
Support
Supports from
Questions
Colleagues
Personal,
Beginning
How do
instructional,
teachers went to
beginning
collegial, and
fellow
mathematics
colleagues for
teachers describe classroom
management
instructional
their lived
support were
support and
experiences of
being mentored? types of support content-level
experienced by
questions. They
beginning
went to fellow
teachers. There
colleagues with
was also
questions
insufficient
regarding
support in some specifics of their
cases.
building.
What meaning
do beginning
secondary
mathematics
teachers ascribe
to their
mentoring
experiences?

Beginning
teachers found
that personal and
collegial support
was encouraging
for them.
Instructional and
classroom
management
support stretched
them out of their
comfort zone.

What mentoring
experiences do
beginning
secondary
mathematics
teachers
perceive to be
the most
beneficial to
their
professional
growth?

Instructional
support and
classroom
management
support were the
two most
beneficial types
of support
experienced.

Informal support
from colleagues
was beneficial
on a day-to-day
basis with
questions and
concerns. The
proximity and
support of
colleagues was
helpful for
beginning
teachers.
Proximity of the
physical location
of their mentor
to be located in
the building that
they were in was
most beneficial.

Observations
and Feedback

Unclear
Expectations

Observations
from their
mentor was
experienced in
their mentoring
relationships. A
form of feedback
from their
mentor was
almost always
experienced
following an
observation.

Beginning
teachers were
unsure of what
their mentor
required. They
were unaware of
certain
components
until late notice.
They had
suggestions for
changes with
what was
required of
them.
Unclear
expectations
were frustrating
and confusing to
beginning
teachers to know
what was
expected of them
and when it was
expected.

Observations
and feedback
helped
beginning
teachers grow.
Constructive and
reflective
feedback on
their recent
lesson was
important for
beginning
teachers.
Observations
and feedback
were said to be
one of the most
beneficial parts
of their
mentoring
experience.

Observations
were the most
beneficial.
Participants
suggested that
webinar and
seminar
components be
modified.
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Summary
The four themes in this phenomenological study emerged from participants sharing their
experiences of mentoring as a beginning, secondary mathematics teacher. I collected data from
seven participants through approximately 30-minute interviews with each participant in person
and over Zoom. I also collected data by leading focus groups with five of the participants on
Zoom, for approximately 30 minutes. I found that beginning secondary mathematics teachers
feel varied types of support from their mentor by being a listening ear, answering curriculum
concerns, and providing strategies for effective classroom management. However, beginning
secondary mathematics teachers note the lack of accessibility that they have with their mentor by
not being located in the same building. All beginning secondary mathematics teachers reach out
for informal supports from colleagues frequently with questions and concerns due to the lack of
accessibility of mentors in-building. Beginning secondary mathematics teachers experience
observations in their classrooms from their mentor and received feedback from their mentor
regarding the classroom teaching that they observed. All beginning secondary mathematics
teachers experienced unclear expectations for the mentoring program. Most participants found
that some of these expectations are not a valuable resource and use of their time and have
suggested changes for the programs. Chapter 5 includes a summary of the study, conclusions, a
discussion, and recommendations for practice and future study.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, Discussion, and Recommendations
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to examine the lived experiences of first
through third year secondary mathematics teachers in southeastern school districts of an upper
Midwestern state who have been mentored and remain in teaching. This study explored
beginning teachers’ lived experiences regarding being mentored in their school. Chapter 5
presents a summary of the study, conclusions, discussion, and recommendations for practice and
future research.
Summary
Roughly one-fourth to one-third of beginning teachers leave the teaching profession
within the first five years (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2019; Hong & Matsko, 2019).
Specifically, when comparing mathematics and science teacher attrition rates to other nonmathematics/science teachers, rates were almost always higher for mathematics and science
teachers even when considering multiple school and student demographics (Carver-Thomas &
Darling-Hammond, 2019; Ingersoll & May, 2012). Teachers leave the profession for a variety of
reasons; however, research shows that lack of support, lack of preparation from preservice
training, insufficient salaries, heavy demands in working conditions, and in-service school
policies are among the most common reasons that beginning teachers leave the profession
(Rajendran et al., 2020; Trevethan, 2018). While teachers have identified the above reasons for
leaving, lack of support once they begin teaching has been one of the most common reasons that
a teacher will leave the profession (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Rajendran et al., 2020).
One common established practice that states and school districts have done to improve
this lack of support noted by beginning teachers is to implement induction programs (Ingersoll &
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Strong, 2011; Martin et al., 2016). Induction programs vary from state to state, but common
components to induction programs include professional development, seminars, collaboration
with colleagues, administrative support, classroom assistance, teacher observations, and formal
mentoring (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Kang & Berliner, 2012; Martin et al., 2016). Induction
programs provide support for beginning teachers once they enter their own classroom (Ingersoll
& Strong, 2011; Reitman & Karge, 2019). While induction programs vary in quality, depth, and
accessibility, one of the most common components that an induction program has is the pairing
of a beginning teacher with a formal mentor in the school district (Carr et al., 2017; Sowell,
2017). In turn, induction programs, with a strong emphasis on a mentoring relationship, have
taken place in multiple states and districts to provide support to beginning teachers (Heikkinen et
al., 2018; Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
Educational mentoring is the pairing of a veteran teacher with a beginning teacher
established by the school or the district (Heikkinen et al., 2018; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Ingersoll
& Strong, 2011; Wang & Odell, 2002). Mentoring experiences for beginning mathematics
teachers lack a consistency not only from state to state, but also within a district from school to
school (Clark & Byrnes, 2012; Heikkinen et al., 2018; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Kardos &
Johnson, 2010; Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). A mentoring experience can look
different in its depth, quality, frequency, and requirements for a variety of reasons (Heikkinen et
al., 2018; Hong & Matsko, 2019; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Kolb (1984) suggests in his
Experiential Learning Theory that experiences will differ based on the individual, thus evidenced
by the inconsistencies in the research. Regardless of inconsistencies, beginning teachers report
that they are assigned a formal mentor for support (Gray et al., 2015). Most common components
of mentoring programs are professional collaboration between the beginning teacher and the
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mentor, classroom observations, assistance in the classroom, and feedback from the mentor (Dağ
& Sari, 2017; Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Martin et al., 2016; Sowell, 2017). While not always
possible due to accessibility and personnel, studies suggest that content matching of mentors and
mentees is an effective component of mentoring relationships (Polikoff et al., 2015; Sowell,
2017). Both Hallman-Thrasher et al. (2017) and Polikoff et al. (2015) found that content
matching expert mentors with new teachers is beneficial.
Many beginning teachers need additional pedagogical support in their classroom such as
classroom management and learning effective pedagogy (Clement & Cochran, 2020; Dawson &
Shand, 2019; Polikoff et al., 2015). Research has shown that beginning teachers also appreciate
mentors within their school building for accessibility when dealing with concerns and needing
answers to questions (Bradley-Levin et al., 2016; Dawson & Shand, 2019; Polikoff et al., 2015).
However, content-matching and in-building mentors are not always available in all mentoring
programs.
South Dakota Mentoring Program
This study took place in South Dakota, a state that had established a mentoring program
in 2016 after recognizing the lack of support beginning teachers were experiencing nationally
and their inclination to leave the teaching profession (Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016). In
the state program, formal mentors were assigned to beginning teachers. The state requirements
for the program included 34 hours of mentoring throughout the year, seminar attendance,
professional development prior to the start of the school year, and participation in the
professional learning community of beginning teachers throughout the state and their region
(Statewide Mentoring Program, 2016). Renewal credits for certification were awarded based on
mentor participation. During the time of the study, South Dakota gave school districts the
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freedom to choose the specific implementation methods for the mentoring programs in their
individual school districts.
Research also lacks rich descriptions of effective strategies, techniques, and tools that
occur and are experienced in mentoring (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Frederick & Courtney,
2015; Polikoff et al., 2015). The attrition rate of beginning secondary mathematics teachers, the
freedom for school districts to choose how they implement mentoring in South Dakota, and the
lack of rich descriptions of mentoring strategies led to the desire to study beginning secondary
mathematics teachers who were mentored. A lack of research specific to the lived experiences of
first through third year secondary mathematics teachers who have been mentored was addressed
through this phenomenological study. The current study provides insight into first through third
year secondary mathematics teachers’ experiences being mentored.
Methodology
Qualitative researchers aim to understand a concern that requires further investigation
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). A qualitative research design allows researchers to explore
participants’ experiences using an in-depth method of data collection to understand the meaning
and essence of the experience that participants have encountered (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). To
best answer the research questions, a qualitative study was chosen to provide a rich and detailed
description of the lived experience. A phenomenological qualitative study allows researchers to
seek a common meaning that individuals attach to the same phenomenon (Creswell & Poth,
2018; Peoples, 2021). The common phenomenon in this study was first through third year
secondary mathematics teachers’ mentoring experience. Criterion-based sampling was utilized to
find participants who all had experienced this phenomenon. The lived experiences of participants
provided an overall essence and description of the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
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The participants in this study included seven first through third year secondary
mathematics teachers. The study included teachers with teaching experience ranging from one to
three years. All participants were located in one state within two school districts in five different
high schools. Each participant took part in an individual interview in November 2021.
Participants were given the option to interview in person or on Zoom, and all but one participant
opted for their interview on Zoom. Each participant allowed their screen to be shared on Zoom
and all interviews were audio-recorded only.
I used the online service Temi to transcribe all interviews. Once interview transcripts
were available, I went through each transcript while listening to each recording to ensure that all
recordings were transcribed accurately. After the interviews, I conducted follow-up interviews
with two participants to receive clarity on information they shared during their initial interview.
Each participant was given their personal transcript via email to verify their statements and make
corrections.
The process of analyzing the data began with all transcripts being read through and coded
thematically by highlighting common words and phrases and writing repetitive statements in the
margins. Those common words and phrases were written on notecards and all significant
statements were included. These common words and phrases were then categorized and
organized into themes that began to emerge from the data. Index cards were reevaluated to
ensure that they were placed in the proper theme. Field notes written in my journal were
referenced after data were coded into themes to help add a structural description to the data.
Following the analysis of data from individual interviews and follow-up interviews, focus
groups were conducted in the beginning of January 2022. I used focus groups with a semistructured question approach (Appendix C). Five participants were able to participate. One focus
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group discussion had two participants and the other focus group discussion had three
participants. Participants were selected for their focus group based on time and availability. All
participants chose to video share their screens and focus groups were audio-recorded only.
The process of ensuring all recordings were accurately transcribed was once again
completed. From the focus group data, common words and phrases were taken from the
transcripts and placed on notecards. The words and phrases from the focus groups added to the
themes that had already started emerging from the interview data. Analyzing data using the
hermeneutic circle requires a researcher to use these significant statements and continually
consider those statements with the entire transcript (Peoples, 2021). No new themes were drawn
from the focus groups; however, more detailed information was generated that connected to the
themes. The hermeneutic circle was utilized as significant statements were referenced back to
previous themes that had emerged during the interview stage.
Throughout the process, I took field notes and utilized memoing in a journal (Appendix
D), while bracketing out any personal biases. According to Peoples (2021), reflection on any
personal biases is necessary to make sure those are not entering into the analysis. I analyzed
personal bias that was recorded coincidingly with data collected to ensure that all data were
accurately depicted. Patterns from the data were organized into themes to describe the overall
essence of the lived mentoring experience of these beginning teachers. Themes and patterns were
organized in an outline format. In the outline, I included rich quotes from participants and any
field notes that were related to that specific theme.
Findings
Four themes emerged from the analysis of individual interviews and focus group data
provided by seven participants. In a mentoring experience, the experiential learning can be
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guided. First, I found that participants described varied types of support during the mentoring
experience. Personal, instructional, collegial, and classroom management support were described
by the participants in their relationships with mentors. Beginning teachers describing their
mentoring experiences allowed me to consider how their instructional, collegial, and classroom
management beliefs and ideas were shaped and formed from their interactions with their
mentors. Another finding was that participants frequently sought out informal supports from
colleagues in their school building because of their availability. Colleagues were often more
available for immediate assistance than an assigned mentor.
Participants also experienced observations and meaningful feedback in their mentoring
experience. Having an extra set of eyes in the classroom and accountability for their teaching
during observations was described as valuable to the participants. Participants also found value
in receiving constructive feedback following the observations. Through Kolb’s (1984)
Experiential Learning Theory, the reconstruction of perspectives and ideas from participants
allowed me to focus on the teachers’ experiences that involved mentoring. Lastly, participants
experienced unclear expectations during mentoring. Participants shared that they did not feel the
mentoring expectations were clear and voiced concerns over not being made aware of the
program requirements in a timely manner. Participants were unaware of certain requirements and
were unsure of the value of certain components in the mentoring program which created
frustration and confusion within their mentoring relationship. Through the lens of Kolb’s (1984)
Experiential Learning Theory, data from participants were analyzed as a continual process
shaped by mentoring experiences.
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Conclusions
Varied types of support were experienced for the first through third year teachers in the
study. While I went into this study thinking that support was going to occur only in the
instructional area, it became apparent that support was provided to beginning teachers in terms of
personal, instructional, collegial, and classroom management support. While all participants
shared that personal support was experienced, it was not necessarily the most sought out form of
support. Teacher mentoring relationships offer support for beginning teachers (Hairon et al.,
2020; Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Martin et al., 2016; Sowell, 2017; Sparks et al., 2017).
Participants found instructional support to be of utmost value. Instructional support was
effectively provided when their mentor had experience teaching the same subject. Over half of
the beginning teachers mentioned that collegial support was important to assist them in finding
their voice amidst their colleagues and other teaching professionals. Almost all participants
mentioned that support with classroom management was helpful to provide new ideas for
effective structure and routine in their classroom. Based on these findings, one can conclude that
support for beginning teachers through a mentoring relationship is provided in a variety of ways.
Another conclusion from the study findings suggests that lack of availability for
beginning teachers to access their mentor throughout the day is not as effective of a mentoring
relationship as it could be. While mentors could be contacted via email and would solicit a
response either later that day or a few days after, participants recognized that some questions and
issues needed more of an immediate response. This led to participants reaching out to colleagues
located in their building for informal support more than their mentor. All participants mentioned
relying on their colleagues as informal mentors. These informal mentoring meetings were a
frequent part of their first years of teaching experience due to being in the same building and
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teaching the same subject. Based on what participants indicated in their experiences, one can
conclude that mentors who are not in the same building are not as effective as the support from
colleagues.
A conclusion based on the findings suggests that having a mentor schedule observation
with new teachers can be a valuable experience when the observations are scheduled and
consistent and followed with face-to-face discussions. Scheduled and consistent observations
from their mentors are beneficial when paired with mentor feedback following the observation.
This provides an opportunity for beginning teachers to reflect on their lesson. While it is
encouraging to have an extra set of eyes in the classroom, participants identified that the
conversations that included constructive feedback following observations were valued and led to
new teachers feeling more instructionally effective. Most of the participants in the study received
feedback through email a few times and suggested that the benefit of having feedback in person
would allow for discussion with their mentor. A conclusion based on the findings suggests that
consistent observations followed by in-person conversations for feedback is a valuable
component of a mentoring relationship.
Participants in the study indicated that the mentoring program expectations were unclear.
School districts are given the freedom to choose how the mentoring program models the state
requirements in their specific district. However, participants said they were unsure about the
requirements from their mentors and therefore, desired more effective communication. First
through third year secondary mathematics teachers did not find the value in the extra webinars
and meetings that were a part of their mentoring experience. A conclusion from this study
finding implies that some requirements are not as meaningful for beginning teachers. Another
requirement that one of the school districts had for their mentoring relationships was
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involvement in a book discussion between the mentor and mentee. Beginning teachers who were
involved in a book discussion admitted they did not find the activity significant to their level of
experience. Therefore, a conclusion based on the findings suggests that waiting to involve new
teachers in book discussions until they have gained more experience in the classroom may be
worth exploring. Overall, the findings suggest that mentees desire a mentoring program that
includes clear communication and a rationale that explains the benefits of completing the
requirements. Designing mentoring programs that emphasize clear communication and that
provides new teachers reasons for the mentoring assignments may strengthen the mentoring
process and lead to more new teacher satisfaction.
Discussion
The primary goal of this phenomenological study was to describe the lived experiences of
first through third year secondary mathematics teachers who have been mentored and remain in
teaching. This study sought to uncover the lived experiences of new math teachers being
mentored and gain more understanding about the meaning they associate with being mentored.
This study’s participants described their experiences being mentored and all mentioned different
types of support that they experienced in the mentoring program. Personal support was
experienced by all seven participants who all appreciated it. Interestingly, a few participants
mentioned that this type of personal support was not one that they placed as a high priority from
their mentor because they could find it in other relationships in their life; however, this type of
support was still appreciated. Therefore, regardless of priority, personal support was perceived as
an encouragement during their beginning years of teaching. With the challenges and unknowns
that arise during the beginning years in the teaching profession, personal support holds the
possibility to encourage teachers to stay in the profession when challenges occur. Regardless of
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how often they experienced their mentor’s listening ear, beginning teachers indicated that having
someone available to lean on was appreciated throughout the ups and downs of teaching. Also,
previous research has shown that an established relationship with a trusted mentor is critical for
effective mentoring relationships (Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Sowell, 2017;
Sparks et al., 2017). Many participants spoke on the established relationship they had with their
mentor and how they were thankful for the positive, trusting relationships. Kim touched on the
development of this established relationship and described her mentoring relationship experience
as one that “developed over time” and “a positive relationship where I just feel like she is
someone I can learn from and lean on.” This suggests that a trusted relationship with a mentor to
share concerns and struggles with is a valuable characteristic in a mentoring relationship.
Considering that a beginning teacher is new to the profession, a well-established relationship
with a mentor provides a personal support in the unknowns of teaching and the school district
during the beginning years. With a goal to keep quality teachers and lower the beginning teacher
attrition rate, a mentor holds a unique opportunity to provide extra personal support in times of
struggle and when questions arise.
Instructional Support
Many of the participants described their support instructionally from their mentor as a
valuable part of their mentoring experience. Previous research has shown that beginning teachers
have questions regarding curriculum and content (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Sowell, 2017).
Thus, this instructional support is helpful when provided. However, many of the participants
mentioned that if their mentor did not have previous experience teaching the same content, they
would not reach out to their mentor for instructional support. This is an interesting finding to
consider when looking at secondary mathematics mentor assignments because the secondary
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teacher can have multiple subjects to teach. Depending on the level of preparedness in a certain
subject, a beginning teacher may lack the confidence from one mathematical subject compared to
another. For example, while one secondary mathematics teacher may have strong background
knowledge in Algebra, another secondary teacher may prefer Geometry. For a teacher, these two
subjects in mathematics could have very different instructional approaches due to content. For
new teachers who may not have a strong mathematical background, assistance in instructional
approaches specific to the content area would be helpful. Many participants in the study
indicated that while their instructional coach provided some mathematics instructional support,
they would like to have a mentor in their same subject to help with specific instruction related to
mathematics content. This finding suggests that secondary mathematics teachers who have
mentors that teach the same subjects may find mentoring to be more effective than a mentor who
is not familiar with the content. With a goal to prepare and retain effective teachers in their
beginning years, this paired subject mentoring will support beginning teachers in instructional
practices.
A few participants also indicated that they were unsure of the expectations they should
have from their mentor, because their mentor was also their instructional coach. These two
findings suggest that clarification between the role of an instructional coach and the role of a
mentor would be helpful for the beginning teachers. Since instructional coaches have access to
all teachers in the district and not just beginning teachers, this distinction would be helpful for
expectations they could expect from their mentor if their mentor was also the instructional coach.
This became an obvious question that needed further clarification for the participants as the focus
groups conversed about the differences they experienced regarding the same mentor. The
conversation continued to focus on the comparison they experienced with their instructional
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coach mentor as opposed to beginning teachers whom they knew in other districts who were
assigned veteran mathematics teachers as their mentor. While both a mentor and instructional
coach provided a type of support for beginning teachers, the consideration to have the mentor be
a current mathematics teacher was a suggestion from the participants in the study. This
suggestion begs one to consider content specific needs that beginning mathematics teachers have
upon entering the teaching profession. While studying those needs could be a possibility for a
future study, it is valuable to consider pairing a mentor who is a current mathematics teacher
teaching a similar subject or subjects with a new teacher to better meet the potential content
needs.
Collegial Support
A surprising finding was that many of the participants felt that their mentor offered
support with their collegial relationships. A collegial relationship in this study represented the
relationships that participants had with other colleagues in their building. This finding implies
that

beginning teachers may struggle with their desire to advocate for their ideas in their initial

years in the teaching profession. Previous research showed that beginning teachers valued the
preparation for challenging conversations (Hudson & Hudson, 2016). Participants in this study
indicated that this trusted collegial support could be one benefit to not having their mentor in
building, even though many advocated for their mentor to be permanently positioned in their
school building. However, in this instance, collegial support was provided as an outside
perspective from their mentor. The trust and ability to talk freely with their mentor because they
were not positioned directly in their school building was comforting for these beginning teachers.
Previous research shows that a trusted relationship is critical for effective mentoring (Hudson &
Hudson, 2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Sowell, 2017; Sparks et al., 2017). Thus, since participants
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in the study spoke on the trust they had with their mentor regarding these critical conversations,
it is important to recognize that, as with any relationship, without established trust, beginning
teachers may not have these conversations with their mentors. How trust was established with
their mentor was not specifically addressed in this study but could be a consideration for future
research. It is also important to note that beginning teachers may struggle to advocate for their
ideas within their content area teacher groups. Since isolation has been previously researched as
a possible reason beginning teachers leave the profession, mentor relationships hold an
opportunity to provide relationships of support while beginning teachers get to know staff
members in a new profession. This would be one indicator that a beginning teacher mentee needs
unbiased support from their mentor in their mentoring experience.
Classroom Management Support
Classroom management support was experienced by most of the participants in the study.
Previous research has shown that beginning teachers have the most concern about classroom
management issues (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Hudson & Hudson 2016; Sowell, 2017).
Student demographics and challenging behaviors have been reasons that beginning teachers
leave the profession (Gallant & Riley, 2014; Rajendran et al., 2020; Schaefer et al., 2012). The
fact that most of the participants in this study indicated that they desired and appreciated support
in their classroom management suggests that beginning teachers need this type of support from
their mentor. Participants stated they are unable to fully know what to expect in terms of
classroom management during their beginning years of teaching. In this study, many participants
indicated that they felt supported in their classroom management by their mentor affirming that
certain issues and behaviors happening in their room were normal when compared to other
beginning teachers’ experiences. I noted that most of the participants spoke the longest on this type
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of support and were most interested in learning different methods and strategies to provide
effective classroom management. This observation made me pause and consider the weight that
challenging behaviors and classroom management has on beginning teachers, therefore
recognizing the critical need for this support. Participants discussed the topic of structured group
work, which was described as strategies to engage students in working together with specific
roles to ensure student learning and participation. Interestingly, amidst the overall classroom
management conversations, participants gained information on structured group strategies from
mentors. Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Theory stresses that learning is constantly being
revised based on the experiences that an individual encounters. Through this lens, participants
detailed that they were continuously learning from their mentor’s suggestions that they provided
in terms of classroom management. A continual conversation with mentors regarding classroom
management would also benefit beginning teachers as challenging behaviors could be different
each day in a classroom. Observing classroom behaviors and reflecting on possible solutions to
these concerns aligns with Kolb’s (1984) Theory that reflective observation is a critical
component of the learning process. Even more so, this reflection and discussion on classroom
management scenarios with a mentor would be deeper if the mentor was a current teacher so that
they could share recent scenarios in their classrooms and brainstorm together. The findings
suggest that beginning teachers continue to need support in classroom management. Mentors are
in a good position to offer this type of support which may lead to lowering the attrition rates for
beginning teachers.
Lack of Availability for Support
Support and in person mentor availability were identified by all participants.
Interestingly, no mentors were in the same building as the beginning teachers in this study,
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thereby creating an issue of inaccessibility. Email was an appreciated, consistent form of
communication; however, for most of the beginning teachers, email was not the ideal form of
communication to be used for mentoring conversations. In teaching, many times there is an
urgency to a question or request. The inability to receive a quick response from their mentor was
seen by participants as not an optimal method of support for beginning teachers. Marcus said that
he did not always reach out to his mentor because “I am someone who appreciates that face to
face communication, so if I can zip across the hallway that is going to be a more efficient means
for me to gather information.” Similarly, Laura said that “I would appreciate the convenience of
them being in my building because if I see them, it could maybe spark something I wanted to
ask.” Even more so, some of the participants mentioned that this barrier made it challenging to
reach out with questions, knowing that a response may not come as quickly as they would need
it. Considering learning is a process of experiences, this barrier creates less of an opportunity for
ideas to continuously be created and reshaped for beginning teachers, which, as Kolb’s (1984)
theory suggests, is a critical part of the process of learning. This lack of availability for beginning
teachers loses some of the potential it could have for learning and growth if the mentor is not
located in the same building. Previous research has shown that beginning teachers find the
location of a mentor in their building as an asset to the program (Carr et al., 2017; Ingersoll &
Strong, 2011; Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). In this study, many participants
agreed with the previous research and suggested that the positioning of a mentor in their school
building would provide optimal support for their concerns. Kolb (1984) acknowledges that
learning occurs, in part, from observation and the reshaping of ideas in a continual process. With
this in consideration, a mentor located in the school building provides the opportunity for
conversation and questioning as new ideas emerge from a beginning teacher. In the teaching
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profession, concerns and questions occur unexpectedly. Face to face, consistent conversations
about these concerns and questions would be of value for beginning teachers to reshape their
beliefs and strategies dealing with their concerns.
Questions and concerns about mathematical content occur for beginning teachers who are
teaching a subject for the first time. The participants in this study emphasized the lack of mentor
availability limited the degree to which their needs were met. Since the mentor was not in the
building in any of the participants’ mentoring experiences, many of the beginning teachers had to
seek out other forms of support. The inability to receive a quick response from their mentor and
the inability to access their mentor in person caused participants to seek out informal support
from colleagues. Abby addressed this concern when she mentioned that “it is the ease of the
communication being able to stop over and just see if someone can answer my question right
away.” Callie agreed with previous research about building mentors by stating that “maybe it is
just me being impatient, but if something wasn’t going well in the morning, I’d like to ask
someone really quickly at lunch to get it solved.” Whether a question was about a procedure in
the building or about a specific mathematical standard, participants identified that colleagues
offered this support often because of their access and availability.
Informal Supports from Colleagues
Colleagues acting as informal mentors were frequently mentioned by the participants.
According to the participants, mentors often traveled between buildings within the district or
were unaware of building specific information, along with not having taught the same subjects.
Participants explained that these were some reasons they would reach out to colleagues instead
of their mentors. Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Theory details learning as an “active
experimentation” (p. 31). With this in mind, colleagues acting as informal mentors provided
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opportunities for participants to observe colleague behavior and actively learn from those
consistent conversations and observations. This consistent fluctuation between observing and
acting on those observations creates a learning process from experiences as discussed by Kolb
(1984). Thus, the tendency to reach out to a colleague for informal mentorship associates with
Kolb’s (1984) theory and the availability for learning to occur frequently. Previous research
shows that effective mentoring programs have veteran teacher mentors who have either release
time to meet with their mentees or a common planning time to mentor the beginning teachers
(Heikkinen et al., 2018; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith & Ingersoll,
2004).
No participants in the study experienced a mentor working in the same building which
led to the inability to access their mentor as frequently as desired. Furthermore, research has
shown that a valuable mentor for a beginning teacher is one in the building who teaches at least
one similar subject as the beginning teacher (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Hallman-Thrasher et
al., 2017; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Kang, 2011; Polikoff et al., 2015; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
No participant experienced a mentor who was a teacher who taught the same subject as the
participant. This led to the inability to gain information from their mentor on certain subjectrelated questions. Therefore, it became apparent in the interviews and focus groups that
participants valued the proximity of their colleagues and the connection to the same content.
In a profession that seeks to provide differentiation to student’s learning needs, the
connection to content support from a colleague provides a vast bank of knowledge for a
beginning teacher to learn from. This made the participants gravitate more towards other
colleagues, whom some referred to as informal mentors, instead of reaching out to their assigned
mentor for assistance. Kolb (1984) emphasizes that experience creates diversity and variety in
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the learning process. Fellow colleagues hold the opportunity to give continuous advice
throughout the school day on different concerns in teaching. Kolb (1984) also emphasizes that
learning occurs when one recognizes differences in what they expected versus what they
experienced.
Beginning teachers enter into the profession with an idea of what teaching will look like
and may have even entered teaching with an idea of how a mentoring relationship would look
like. The opportunity to recognize what they are experiencing compared to what they expected is
crucial for the process of experiential learning. Having a colleague that is in close proximity to
have conversations about these expectations and experiences provides an opportunity for the
beginning teacher to reflect. Research has shown that beginning teachers have questions
regarding the most efficient and effective ways to teach content (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016;
Hallman-Thrasher et al., 2017; Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Martin et al., 2016). Participants found
most of this content-specific advice from their fellow colleagues instead of their mentors.
Support from fellow colleagues was valuable to participants when they taught a new
mathematics course for the first time and had questions regarding best practice. Thus, through
Kolb’s (1984) theory, it is evident that learning can occur from a mentor and can also occur from
the interactions with a colleague, which all add to the views and experiences of a beginning
teacher. For beginning teachers to grow in instructional strategies and effective practices, they
should be paired with a teacher who teaches the same subject in order to share experiences
together. Isolation and lack of collaboration are just two of the reasons that beginning teachers
leave the profession (Gallant & Riley, 2014; Rajendran et al., 2020). In an attempt to lower the
beginning teacher attrition rate and improve the mentoring experience for beginning secondary
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mathematics teachers, pairing veteran math teachers with beginning math teachers may promote
collaboration and eliminate feelings of isolation.
Observations and Feedback from Mentors
Another component that was present in all seven participants’ mentoring experiences was
the presence of mentor observations. Previous research has shown that observations from a
mentor are a common part of mentoring and induction programs (Hairon et al., 2020; Martin et
al., 2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Reitman & Karge, 2019; Sowell, 2017). Participants stated that
these observations were some of the most helpful pieces of their mentoring experience and they
welcomed constructive feedback from their mentor. It became apparent that not all participants
had been observed at the same rate. Previous research has shown that consistency from mentors
is associated with a high-quality mentoring experience (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Hairon et
al., 2020; Hong & Matsko, 2019). Those who had consistent observations valued the frequent
presence of their mentor often in their room. Noah said he was observed almost every week and
that “everything’s been positive and gets me thinking about what is going on in my classroom, so
having lots of observations is positive.” Megan also had a consistent mentoring observation
experience with her mentor coming to observe every week and then having a follow-up
conference after each observation. Megan said that this impacted her teaching because she knew
that “we would actually meet, and I would have to go over the reflections she had me do from
the changes we made.” Marcus experienced observations and follow-up conversations with his
mentor. Marcus mentioned that he “appreciated the accountability, someone to whom I know
I’m going to speak to about my teaching.” These reflections from beginning teachers from the
perspectives that their mentor provided aligns with Kolb’s (1984) theory that there are many
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opportunities to learn through experiences and these different experiences lead to changed
perspectives and ideas.
Consistent observation schedules with beginning teachers not only lead to increased
accountability but also provide more opportunities for the learning process through experience.
Consistent observation schedules encourage and ensure that suggestions for instruction and
management from mentors are actually being attempted by the beginning teachers. Abby and
Callie said that they did not experience consistent observations and desired more planned
observations with feedback. Most participants identified areas they needed to improve and
welcomed feedback from mentors. New teachers must possess a desire to learn and the capacity
to be coached to value consistent observations. Therefore, it is evident that observations hold
more weight and opportunity for growth when they are consistent for a beginning teacher. This
consistency in observations leads to more consistent, constructive feedback, which aids in
experiencing learning as a reflective and ongoing process.
Most participants were observed by their mentors and received feedback. When feedback
was shared and discussed, participants appreciated suggestions about effective teaching
strategies from their mentors. Participants also appreciated being stretched out of their comfort
zone by being encouraged to try different teaching strategies. These suggestions that stretched
the participants out of their comfort zones came from mentor feedback after observations. In
regard to feedback from observations, Laura mentioned that “sometimes it is uncomfortable.
They do point out places where you can grow but obviously, we all need that.” Kim also shared
that her mentor encouraged her to try new things. Regarding switching up the layout of her
classroom, Kim was hesitant because she was uncomfortable with group work. Kim said “I feel
like I should try group work but I hated that as a student, so I can’t.” Kim said her mentor
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encouraged her to “just try it” and she has stuck with it ever since. Megan was also stretched out
of her comfort zone in her change to a traditional classroom from a customized learning
classroom. Megan said that she reached out with differentiation concerns to her mentor. Megan
said “I brought the question to her because I’ve never done that and she recommended allowing
breakouts within my space to record my lesson ahead of time to give that to those who are high
flying students.” From these examples, it is apparent that feedback holds an opportunity to help
stretch and develop beginning teachers’ abilities. It is also evident from these examples that
beginning teachers value another perspective about what happens in their classrooms.
Participants acknowledged that they have a lot to learn and appreciated the feedback that allowed
them to reflect on what they do and what they want to do in their classroom. This
acknowledgement aligned with Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Theory in that reflective
skills of a learner are critical to the learning process. Participants reflected on their observed
lesson and the feedback from their mentor and were able to see a different perspective.
Participants appreciated they had someone (a mentor) who offered ways to implement those
suggestions. However, while immediate feedback was desirable, many of the participants
mentioned times when they did not receive feedback shortly after their observation, if at all.
Previous research shows the value of beginning teachers receiving feedback about instructional
strategies from a mentor (Bradley-Levine et al., 2016; Hudson & Hudson, 2016; Martin et al.,
2016; Polikoff et al., 2015; Sowell, 2017). Thus, not receiving feedback following an observation
from a mentor limits the benefits for beginning teachers and their growth as teachers. Whether
feedback was unable to be provided due to traveling between buildings, forgetfulness from the
mentor, lack of time for communication, or something else, participants believed that
constructive feedback could aid in their growth as a teacher. Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning
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Theory aligns with this belief, as learning holds the opportunity to bring out a learner’s previous
ideas, assess them, and then try something new to recreate new beliefs. As the experiences of
beginning teachers in their education have been formed previously by their own schooling,
undergraduate instruction, and now analyzed when observed from a mentor, feedback from the
mentor holds the opportunity to give specific ideas that can be integrated into the content. Kolb
(1984) suggests that this is where the learning process occurs, and this feedback provides a
platform for integrating ideas that have been recently shared with the beginning teacher.
Considering this possibility, quality feedback from a mentor has the possibility to transform a
beginning teachers’ instruction.
Unclear Expectations
This study did not set out to determine the effectiveness of the state’s mentoring program;
however, the results of the interviews in this study showed that participants indicated that
program expectations from their mentors were unclear. Even though this may not fall directly on
the mentor but instead the state program, state and district mentoring programs must consider a
more efficient method of communicating expectations and providing a justification for the
requirements. Research has shown that mentoring programs commonly have requirements such
as seminars and professional development for their beginning teachers (Kang & Berliner, 2012;
Killeavy, 2006; Reitman & Karge, 2019). Previous studies have shown that while some
components of these requirements can be beneficial, beginning teachers do not always associate
this with high significance (Kang & Berliner, 2012; Martin et al., 2016; Smith & Ingersoll 2004).
In fact, most of the participants did not find some of the requirements of their mentoring
experiences valuable to their teaching. Marcus mentioned that “webinar meetings are the things I
would hope to have a little more clarity on moving forward of what those expectations are and
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why they are the way that they are.” New teachers need to be provided reasons for the activities
and how each requirement will help them as classroom teachers. In a profession that has teachers
juggling multiple responsibilities at a time, it is critical that leaders of mentoring programs
communicate the rationale for specific requirements for beginning teachers.
While a mentoring experience can look different for a beginning teacher, this study has
uncovered beneficial components and possible suggestions for improving the mentoring
experience. Through the lens of Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Theory, beginning teachers
learn from experiencing teaching and when they are mentored, this learning is guided as the
beginning teachers are experiencing it. With the hope of lowering the beginning secondary
mathematics teacher attrition rate, support that meets the needs of beginning teachers is a critical
component in mentoring relationships. Mentor availability needs to be possible to meet these
support needs from beginning teachers. Thus, a consideration to have mentors be veteran
teachers who are in the same building will provide face to face communication for the supports
needed and more mentor accessibility for beginning teachers. Having a mentor located in the
same building also allows for consistent observations and timely feedback. Observations and
feedback were reported by participants as a highly desired requirement of their mentoring
experiences. Participants found the value in the observation requirement in the mentoring
program and welcomed more observations to grow in their abilities as teachers. No doubt
mentoring experiences will continue to look different for beginning secondary mathematics
teachers, but this study showcased components that are vital to incorporate into a mentoring
experience for a beginning teacher. According to Kolb (1984), experiences will take a different
shape for everyone, but the experience is where that learning occurs. The pairing of a mentor for
a beginning teacher holds the opportunity to provide guidance as these experiences occur. This
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study provided a rich description of experiences that detailed successful mentoring aspects and
suggestions for improvement that may be used to strengthen mentoring programs.
Recommendations for the Mentoring Program
The following recommendations for South Dakota’s State Mentoring Program are based
on the findings from the study:


First through third year secondary mathematics teachers desire established, weekly times
that are set aside with a mentor, to discuss specific building policies and how to
overcome obstacles during their teaching.



Mentoring programs should assign personnel who teach or have taught at least one of the
same subjects as the beginning teacher to provide content specific support for mentees.



Mentoring programs should provide weekly discussion topics for mentors to discuss with
their beginning teacher mentee. Topics should include student discipline and challenging
behaviors, lesson plan development, grading in the classroom, structured group work
strategies, having a voice in collaboration, and curriculum standards.



Observations from a mentor should occur weekly. Feedback following the observation
should occur within 24 hours and be done in person. Following the observation, a 60minute time slot with the mentee should be held to discuss feedback.



Mentoring programs should have a clearly outlined calendar of all requirements and dates
for the beginning teacher that are a part of the mentoring program. This calendar should
be distributed and described to the mentee at the beginning of the school year.

Recommendations for Practice
The following recommendations are based on the findings from the study and the
literature reviewed for the study:
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First through third year secondary math teachers need personal, instructional, collegial
and classroom management support from their assigned mentor.



First through third year secondary mathematics teachers desire face to face feedback after
an observation. Feedback should include constructive suggestions and encouragement
from the mentor.



School leaders looking to assign mentors to first through third year secondary
mathematics teachers should assign personnel who are in the same building so mentors
are more available.



School leaders looking to assign mentors to first through third year secondary
mathematics teachers should assign personnel who teach or have taught at least one of the
same subjects as the beginning teacher.



Mentoring programs should have established requirements that are clearly communicated
to mentors and their beginning mathematics teachers.



First through third year secondary mathematics teachers desire efficient communication
of mentoring expectations and a justification for the expectations required in the
mentoring program.



First through third year secondary mathematics teachers need communication from their
mentor that is timely and continuous throughout their mentoring relationship.



First through third year secondary mathematics teachers need mentors to make routine
the practice of observing and providing feedback.

Recommendations for Future Research
This study described the lived experiences of first through third year secondary
mathematics teachers who have been mentored and remain in teaching. While the findings from
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this study align with the literature, there are still components of mentoring that are left to be
uncovered.


It is recommended to complete a case study that includes beginning secondary
mathematics teachers in their first three years to see how mentoring needs change over
the course of a school year.



A limitation of this study is the number of participants. A survey that includes hundreds
of beginning teachers inquiring about their mentoring experience could lead to
identifying mentoring strategies that are more effective to certain populations of new
teachers.



It is recommended that a phenomenological study be done that describes the experiences
of mentor teachers in different size school districts who are housed in the same building
as their mentees.



I recommend comparing beginning teachers who are not assigned mentors to beginning
teachers who are assigned mentors to identify differences in teachers’ willingness to
remain in the profession.



I recommend comparing beginning teachers who are assigned mentors in different states
to identify similarities and differences in effective state mentoring program requirements.
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Appendix A
Below are the interview questions that were asked of all participants:
Background Questions:
1. Tell me about your background in your undergraduate education.
2. How many years have you been in the education field?
3. What is the population of your current school?
4. How many teachers is your mentor mentoring this year?
5. Was your mentor a veteran teacher who taught in your current school?
6. Was there a mentoring program and/or expectations that were required of your mentoring
relationship?
Questions aligned to research questions:
7. What was your experience participating in a mentoring program?
8. How did mentoring affect you as a teacher?
9. How was what you expected in mentoring different or similar to what you experienced in
mentoring?
10. How did your experience change your thoughts on mentoring and teaching?
11. How were ideas about teaching created and recreated in your mentoring experience?
12. What were the most helpful components of the mentoring program, in your mind?
13. What, if anything, would you change about your mentorship this year?
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol
Script prior to interview:
[review elements of the consent form]
Before we begin, do you have any questions? [discuss questions]
If you are ready to begin, I will begin recording the interview on both devices. If any questions
come up at any time, please do not hesitate to stop me and ask.
Background
Information
Interview Q 1
Interview Q 2
Interview Q 3
Interview Q 4*
Interview Q 5
Interview Q 6
Interview Q 7
Interview Q 8
Interview Q 9
Interview Q 10
Interview Q 11
Interview Q 12
Interview Q 13*

Research
Question 1

Research
Question 2

Research
Question 3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

[Interview Questions noted with an * were implemented after feedback from a beginning
mathematics teacher.]
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Appendix C
Focus Group Questions
Below are the focus group questions that will be asked of all participants:
1. What mentoring experiences do you think are most beneficial for new mathematics
teachers?

2. As a new mathematics teacher, what challenges remain that seem beyond the reach of a
mentor?
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Appendix D
Field Notes


Marcus’ individual interview was in person, and you could tell he was very nervous
throughout the conversation by fidgeting and talking very fast. In Marcus’s follow-up
interview that was also in person, it was apparent that he was short on time as he looked
at the clock and his watch multiple times throughout the conversation.



Megan’s Zoom interview was at her home. Her children interrupted her throughout the
interview, which made her distracted and she had to pause the interview at times.



Laura forgot her original Zoom interview time and emailed after she realized she had
forgotten. She had to reschedule for two days later. In her individual interview, Laura
wanted to continue the conversation and talk about our teaching experiences throughout
the questions. I had to redirect two times to get us back on topic.



Kim laughed often throughout her individual interview and appeared to be at ease. In
Kim’s interview, she was very sick and even mentioned that her exhaustion may be
affecting her ability to give detailed answers.



Callie was very passionate in her interview regarding her mentoring experiences. She had
a lot of emotion when she shared her experiences.



Noah was very brief in his responses and seemed nervous throughout his individual
interview. More than once, he mentioned how he knew he was rambling.



Abby appeared to be calm in her interview and did not stumble across her words but was
very articulate. Abby communicated with clarity and did not seem to have much emotion
involved in her responses.
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Focus group 1 with Megan and Kim had occasional awkward moments when one was not
sure when to talk and who would go next. Once again, Megan’s child needed her for a
moment, so she had to mute herself on Zoom while Kim answered a question.



Focus group 2 with Noah, Abby, and Callie had conversation that flowed effortlessly
between the three participants. There was a lot of affirmative head nods throughout the
conversations. This focus group was more upbeat with laughter and stories.



Lastly, throughout the time of the individual interviews, I had a herniated disc in my
lower back, which made a large amount of discomfort. I reflected on my questioning and
my endurance after each interview and the pain did not affect the conversations with
participants, but the discomfort did affect my endurance during longer interviews.
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Appendix E
Significant Statements: Varied Types of Support


teaching can have very high highs and very low lows so having someone in your corner
who is rooting for you and really wants you to succeed and help you try new things is
supportive



someone I can learn from in many ways



more helpful and more supportive than I expected



then she found out how overwhelmed I was and has been supportive in discussing my
questions on the curriculum whenever I reach out



bounce ideas off of her



pedagogy questions and support



I would not reach out to my mentor for any content specific support because she has not
taught it before



my mentor bounced ideas around with me to be vocal in my collaboration as a first-year
teacher and how to navigate being young in the profession with my colleagues



it feels like a great source to have my opinion heard because, as a first-year teacher, it can
be hard to get your opinion heard and have your ideas taken seriously among colleagues



a great personality that made you very comfortable around her and trusting of her



my mentor is someone I can talk to about it all and know that nobody who I work with
will know about my concerns, which is a trusting relationship



implementing Kagan strategies within the lesson



my mentor has given me ideas on what works well for instruction instead of just talking
the whole time and losing kids’ interest
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try new things that are out of my comfort zone



great insight and suggestions into non-content specific questions regarding classroom
structures



extra set of eyes in the classroom



listening ear



why I am doing what I am doing a certain way and it helps to combat any kind of
mindless teaching



things that are happening in my room as a first-year teacher are normal compared to other
first-year teachers



it is weird to hear from others about the difference of having an in-building mentor,
where I do not have someone around



it would be really helpful if my mentor was in building



there was a disconnect between me and my mentor because they were never available
since they were the instructional coach



having a set time where you meet every week or something like that would be nice
instead of just trying to find a time where it fits in my mentor’s schedule
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Appendix F
Significant Statements: Informal Supports from Colleagues


If I have questions that impact my day to day teaching, there are many other informal
mentors who I am going to go to with those questions before I go to my actual mentor



I would ask my same content area teachers or my department chair because they are in
the building all the time



I am someone who likes to communicate face to face and appreciates that communication



she does not teach at my school and may not know the information



I am usually planning things last minute as a first-year teacher, so I just walk down the
hall to whoever is here



sometimes I feel like it adds extra work to their (colleagues) plate, but it is nice to have
someone who is around to ask



if I have a question about something it is nice to not have to send an email and then wait
for a response



teachers are always thought of as selfless in helping people and I feel like we are taking
advantage of them more by giving the role of mentor to someone else who can’t do it as
well as they could in building



if they were in the building, they could walk alongside of you instead of just being there
to support occasionally, but not really being present with you



I think it would be beneficial if your mentor taught in the same building as you and had at
least one prep that was the same as you



being able to walk down the hallway or walk to the other side of the building, whatever
the case may be instead of having to send an email or set up an appointment
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if I had something come up I can’t guarantee that she (mentor) could come in right away



having them in the building would allow for more informal discussion



I think a benefit if they had the same class as you would be how to present content in an
effective way
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Appendix G
Significant Statements: Observations and Feedback


I have been observed frequently, which I appreciate having extra eyes in the classroom
and having that measure of accountability



it helps me in knowing that I’m not on an island, that I am not just in my classroom and
it’s not just me sink or swim



I feel like I’ve been observed more than I expected to be which I’m glad for because I
always appreciate that



even those times when I have been observed and I did not think it went well, the
interaction with my mentor has still been positive



I saw her at the beginning of the year more but I haven’t seen my mentor in a while now



I am okay with less observations because I am one to reach out if I really don’t know
what to do and who to go to



it kind of stinks because I would like to be observed and it would be nice to have
someone who is able to come in and help me work on things with my teaching



I like having someone in my classroom, giving me feedback and telling me what I can
improve on. As long as it is kept positive, it encourages me to keep improving, to keep
getting better



to receive constructive criticism and feedback



we met every other week and she had specific talking subjects for our conversation and
she would take notes on what we discussed and then follow up to see if I had applied
what we had talked about



try this out and see if it works for you
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being stretched out of her comfort zone



if I teach the same class later on in the day after being observed, I can adjust whatever I
need to based from the feedback I receive



it (feedback) is helpful in a way, but I haven’t felt like it has been super impactful. It
hasn’t been negative in any way, the feedback has been positive, but I wouldn’t say it has
been a life changing experience by any means, maybe that is because my mentor has
never taught the courses I am teaching



sometimes it feels like I am being observed again so that we can check a box that I’ve
been observed



wishy-washy check in of how you’re doing
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Appendix H
Significant Statements: Unclear Expectations


mixed messaging of expectations



there was a meeting at the district office one afternoon where we were notified only a day
or two before and I was unable to attend, but was assigned make up work because I was
unable to make the meeting



I later came to find out that the webinar was mandatory



more like checking a box than it does equipping us for success



it is confusing what is expected of us and what is not



I know it is like drinking from a firehose of information your first year, but I am unclear
on the requirements



my mentor has been killing it but I’m not always aware of what I need to do



I do not know what the expectations are of me



I find out information when it is happening or only a few days before



most of the time I have so much planning and preparation to do that I don’t find them
(webinars) valuable



I did not find it (webinar) incredibly enriching or valuable



it (seminar) was not super helpful, it felt like it was geared more towards elementary
education



checking off a box



maybe having some sort of layout like by this date we need to get this done or whatever it
is would be nice



I know it’s not busy work but it can feel like that at times
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I would hope to change that there is clearer communication on extra expectations of me



I didn’t know about this book I am supposed to be reading until two weeks ago



they (required meetings) were fine and it was nice to get to know fellow teachers but
those were the meetings that I didn’t think were as important



honestly, I was not paying attention and was probably grading stuff because it didn’t feel
like I was getting anything out of it (webinar)



I would say it (webinar) wasn’t super informative but felt more like a requirement to fill
time

